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Save the gift point coupons you'll receive 5. GE Portable Vacuum Cleaner,
with each General Electric tube purchase 564 Gift Points
from your participating distributor ...
and earn your great electric gifts.

1. GE Styling Comb, 282 Gift Points
2. GE Tape Recorder, 543 Gift Points
3. GE Marble Clock, 265 Gift Points
4. GE Youth Phono, 459 Gift Points

6. GE Toast -R -Oven'", 608 Gift Points
7. GE Porta-Color® Television

(reception simulated), 4331 Gift Points
8. Black & Decker® Drill Set, 412 Gift Points

9. Dremel Electric Shoe Polisher,
640 Gift Points

12 great gifts .

calculated to
please you

10. Brothers" Electric Pencil Sharpener,
260 Gift Points

11. Brothers' Calculator, 4728 Gift Points
12. Automatic Putting Set. 260 Gift Points

Tube Products Department, Owensboro, Ky.
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ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER

r riarf:fi
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

EMERSON 1375 RCA SALES CORPORATION 1378
TV Model 11P50/12P50 Color TV Chassis CTC 55 Series

GENERAL ELECTRIC 1376 OLYMPIC 1379
Color TV Chassis C -2/L-2 TV Chassis 9P94 Series

MAGNAVOX 1377
Color TV Chassis T956
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SEPTEMBER  1971

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION EMERSON PART NO.

V R1,2,3 -triple control -contrast. bright, volume 043121
V R4,5,6,7 -quad controvert hold, height vert lin, horiz hold 043120
R501 -resistor -50, WW, 25%, 5w 040048
C207,502.512,501-electrolyt,c-160,200/180v 030060
CR301-vert integrator couplate 039001
CR302-sync separator couplate 039004
CR401-horiz integrator couplate 039005
SIF-1-sound detector xformer, 4.5MHz BH-4003
L201 -sound take -off coil, 4.5MHz 8H-4000
L303 -deflection yoke assembly 8H-9000
L401-horiz stabilizing coil BH-9002
T101 -sound output xformer T-125.020039
T102-vert output xformer 8H-8000
T103-horiz output xformer BH-9003
T104 -filter choke -power supply 8H-5003
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1376
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis
C -2/L-2
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ELECTRONIC zu-T-W= 15''TECHNICIAN/DEALER

SEPTEMBER  1971
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis
C -2/L-2

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.

R286 -66M, 20%. 1.5w, composition, film EP14X 14
R401-PTCR less than 100(1 cold more than 4Khot EP39X4
R403-thermistor, 100(1, 25%/25°C EP14X10
C4024-2500, 175v elect EP31X1
C4028-100 of, 300v elect EP31X1
C402C-80 y f, 300v elect EP31X1
C402D-100 of, 150v elect EP31X1
R187 -9K, 30%, green drive EP49X49
R188 9K. 30%, blue drive EP49X49
R192 -9K, 30%, red drive EP49X49
R196 150n. 20%, bright limit EP49X28
R203 -9K, 20%, AGC adjust EP49X27
R226 330,000(1,30%, yert lin EP49X31
R229 -3.3M17, 30%, height EP49X31
R274 -40K, 10%, hi volt adjust EP49X32
R558 -1M 0, blue screen EP49X33
R561 -1M t-1, green screen EP49X33
R563 -1M(1, red screen EP49X33
Y256-3ma focus rectifier EU57X32
L158-4.5MHz, trap coil w/core EP61X3
L161 -delay line EP36X12
L251-horiz osc coil w/core EP35X2
L301 -audio take off coil w/core EP36X28
L303 -quad coil w/core EP36X30
L511 -choke coil, 5.6 ph EP36X31
T201-vert output xformer EP64X6
7252-horiz sweep xformer (HVTI EP77X1
T263 -focus coil w/knob EP36X61
7301 -audio output xformer EP64X4
T400 -filament "dormer CRT EP64X1
7501 -chroma handpass xformer w/core EP61X173
F401 -0.5a fast blow fuse EP10X3

focus tracking assembly w/2 -430K resistors 0.0039 cap EP41X2
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1377
MAGNAVOX

Color TV Chassis
T956

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONIC 17 rirW=L151'TECHNICIAN/DEALER /

SEPTEMBER  1971
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5

MAGNAVOX PART NO.

L13-4.5MHz sound detector coil 361336-2
L14-4.5MHz sound IF coil 3613311
L15 -ratio detector 361338-1
L102-horiz frequency coil 361269-1
L104-5.6mh RF choke 360676-5
L111-620 oh peaking coil 36085111
L118 -line filter 361400-1
L901 -discriminator coil (1956-01) 361405.1
T1-chroma bandpass xformer 361339.1
12 -chrome output 'dormer 361343.1
T101-horiz output 'dormer 361342.5 or 361376.2
T103 -burst 'dormer 361296-1
T105 -filament power reformer w/fast on (T956-01) 320353-5
1105 -filament power xformer 11956-02) 320354-5

deflection yoke 361429.1
C105 -electrolytic, 160/140/60 pi. 350v 270099.9
C106 -electrolytic, 40/30/40 AO, 300v 270099.11
R56 -50K, AGC threshold control 220220-18
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0127-50K, high voltage adjust control .. 220220-20
R132-10, vert centering control 220246.1
R146 -100K, vert lin (Part of R132) 220246.1
R148 -5M, vert height control 220220.19
R172 -1M, color killer control 220208-45
R192-200, CRT bias adjust control 220220.21
R202 -6K, blue drive control 220220-22
R401 -2.5K, tint control 11956-01( 220255-16
R401 -2.5K, tint control (1956.02) 220263.4
R411 -15K, vent hold control 220.146-77
R412-600, contrast control 220146-75
R413 -250K, bright control 220-146.76
R414 -100K, vol w/switdi 5401 11956-02) 220260-34
R414-100K,vol w/switch 5401 11956-01) 220261.10
R903 -5K, dc balance 11956-01) 220217.16
RV101-thermistor (PTC) 25 cold; 5K hot 230207.1
RV103-thermistor KM 500K cold 230130-6
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1378
RCA SALES
CORP.
Color TV Chassis
CTC 55 Series

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONIC 7JTV=ifif Ar
SEPTEMBER  1971
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

RCA PART NO.

C105,4-200 pt, 500v elect 133128
C1058-2000, 500v elect 133128
C105C-50yf, 500v elect 133128
C106A-200 yf, 350v elect 126340
C106B-150yf, , 350v elect 126340
C107A-150yf, 175v elect 130769
C107B-150yf, 175v elect 130769
C13101 -circuit -breaker 133068
F101-73 fuse 120785
RT101 -6 n cold thermistor 114742
RT102-240ncold thermistor 127227
T102-horiz output *former 133136
T103 -audio xformer 120822
7104-vert output xformer 130092
T105 -power xformer 133245
MAS2A-module-accutint, complete 133144
PM200-module-sound, complete 130753
IC299-integrated circuit 130751
1299 -discriminator coil 130121
PW200-circuit-pix AFT, complete 133147
IC201-integrated, AFT circuit 130130
L201-47.25MHz coil 121564

AG C

LIB

S4 REAR
11191

S4 FRONT
U

02

03
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05
L22

L21

L _ _ --1

R20

J2

_J
J
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47
3900

LB
NI BAND
COUPLING
ADJ.

S3 REAR
2
VI_S4I LII S2 FRONT C24 -_L_.

10 12

CIA

(L61 82

SEE

1202-41.25MHz coil 124803
1214-1.80 109248
RT201-4300 0 cold thermistor 124813
T201-pix IF input )(former 127244
T202-pix IF output xformer 124708
PW400-horiz output circuit, complete 133143
1402-horiz efficiency coil 133177
L404-5.6 ph coil 109171
R406 -bright limiter control 125076
RV401-vert bias varistor 133181
RV402-regulator varistor 133137
PW500-deflection circuit, complete 133146
1501A/B-horiz coil 109947
PW600-pin amp asst', complete 132512
PW700-chroma circuit, complete 133145
01701 -delay line 130109
R701A-killer control 130107
R748A/B-blue/green screen control 126763
RV701-54v varistor, maximum 126424
T701 -burst xformer 130104
7702 -1st chrome xformer 130100
T703 -oscillator xformer 121559
T704 -2nd chroma xformer 130101

deflection yoke 133102
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ALL RESISTANCE VALUES IN OHMS: 8.1000.

ALL NESISTORS 1/2 WATT EXCEPT
AS INDICATED.

ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES IN PF EXCEPT
AS INDICATED
ALL SWITCHES SHOWN IN CHANNEL 13 POSITION

 DENOTES TIM./ CONNECTION OF ROTOR 'LADES.

4. DENOTES CONTACT INSULATED FROM CONTACT
ON OPPOSITE SIDE OF SWITCH.
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NOTES :

I. All resistance %akie% in ohms

K=1.000 Mw I ,U1.111,0011.

2. Unless otherwise noted in sche-
matic, all capacitors less than

are expressed in mfd. and the
rakes larger than I are in pF.

3. Voltage readret taken with
-VTVM- from point indicated
to chassis ground. Tuner on

unused channel, contrast at maxi-
mum, ACC at fully clockwise,
oiler controls ai normal, line

vellate 1211 volts.

.1. All waveform% measured with
,strong signal opus. contrast set
io swe normal orture and ACC
lot overate* normally.

3. Voltage reading may vary  20%.
.. picture Is 104.1C1 1011 .e.de, clip6. II
the wire near Rle5 on the circuit
board by using a nipper. This
wire may have been opened
some chassis as a result of

factory adiussment.
7. If piciure is still loci wide. chp

the wire near li186 on the

circuit board.
8. Remove RI89. if picture does

not go out of sync by full
clockwise rotation of Hori-
zontal Hold control knob.
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our four con-
veniently located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TSC

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. fcr this purpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Characteristcs are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF Plug In
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

If you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
TORY -SUPERVISED TUNER - LRVICr

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana
(Home Office)

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE. Jersey City, New Jersey

SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

. for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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Keep electrori: components handy with
Mal obin Benci op Organizers. Each Mallobin
contains a popdar assortment of electronic
components in a staokable, interlocking plastic
case. Fifteen partitioned drawers keep parts
neat. And each drawer is color coded and
labeled for quick locat on of the part you want.

MALLORY

Batteries Capacito-

Mallobins come with selected components in-
cluding all types of fixed capacitors, MOL and
wire -wound resistors, carbon and wire -wound
ccntro s. In addition to regular Mallobms, cus-
to-n assortments are available.
AEk ycur Mallory distributor for Mallobin prices
and details today.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR. PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of I'. II. NIALLOlii /it CO.

I551.4, 1(12(13; n 317.630-5.35:3

Cassette Tapes Controls Resistors SeTiconcuctors  Sonalerts  Switches . Timers. Vibrators

. for more details c rcle 125 On Reader Service Card
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EDITORIAL

What Are Your Instruments Worth?

During the re-

cent National

Electronics As-

sociations Con-

vention I visited
with a number

of electronic
technician/
dealers who

were of the
opinion that

for efficient, money -making shops it is
necessary that all technicians have
access to the more sophisticated test
instruments now on the market. They
indicated that if a shop is able to
streamline servicing with the use of
$1000 and $1500 instruments, the

reduced service time will more than
compensate for the additional invest-

ment. (If you are able to repair a TV set
in 45 minutes rather than in 3 hours
because you have access to better

instruments-charging the same amount
for the job-then these instruments are
an excellent investment!)

At least one of these men was very
critical of our Reader's Aid Column in
which we occasionally assist technicians
who wish to repair or upgrade test
instruments generally considered
obsolete by the industry. (Despite the
rising costs involved in publishing
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, we

still plan to continue offering this
service free of charge to our readers.) In
response, I indicated that we have a
number of subscribers straight out of
technical school who are technically
well qualified to service consumer

electronic products, but who have yet

to acquire the necessary capital reserves
to purchase all new instruments when

opening their shops. Although it is true
that they do not have the efficiency of
larger, more sophisticated shops, they
are partially able to compensate for
this with lower overhead and less
take-home pay.

We have all heard of pilots who in the
past have "flown by the seat of their
pants," reaching their final destination
-despite great obstacles-without the
aid of modern instrumentation. They
didn't get there as fast as our modern
jets and they took far greater chances,
but they did get there. Unfortunately,
there are still some electronic
technicians that feel they can also live
a charmed life. These men will tackle
even some of the newer, more -complex

solid-state color -TV sets without knowing
how to use even a simple scope. If it
takes an extra day to fix the TV set,
then they charge a little more. If they
are unable to get the TV set back in
working condition, then they either
consult a friend or tell the customer
that the TV set is beyond repair-moving
on to the next sucker (or customer).

Just a few years ago I visited a new
shop, located in a new shopping center,

accompanying my grandmother as she

went to pick up a fairly new solid-state
radio that she had left for repairs. The
technician returned it to her in a box,
saying that after he tore it apart he
found that it wasn't worth fixing. I don't
know if his shop is still there or not.

There is certainly no point in purchasing
sophisticated test instruments if you
are either unwilling or unable to make
adequate use of them. If your com-

petency is not increased with the use
of a better scope, then why get the
better scope? But if your job requires
a level of competency that you are

unable to provide, then you are in for
trouble. (The NEA spoke seriously of

ways to remove from our industry the
few technicians that give us a bad name.
More information concerning this subject
is included in this issue's News of the
Industry.)

If we can assume that technical

competency increases as the test
instrument capability increases (ignoring
the human factor), then we can also
assume that there is a correlation
between increased revenue and

increased instrument cost-up to some
level of diminishing returns. The only

factor that places a lower limit on the
quality of instrument purchased is the
technical competency of the best
technicians available to work with the
test instruments purchased. For some
shops it is advisable to purchase a

$1500 scope, for others a $400 to $800
scope is best, a few shops can get by
with a $100 scope ... and some shops
had better get out of business before
the industry forces them out.
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When you're in a hurry, it's nice to know GTE Sylvania has the parts.

Only 15 tubes and ECG solid-state components
will solve practically all of your damper replacement
problems.

And they're all available from your Sylvania dis-
tributor.

Because tubes are tubes, we can't promise to reduce
the number you'll have to carry. But, with the Sylvania
line, chances are your distributor will have the tube
you need when you need it.

In semiconductors, the story is different. Just 124
ECG solid-state devices including transistors, diodes
and integrated circuits will replace over 41,000 differ-

ent types. In the damper section alone, only 3 ECG
solid-state devices will take care of almost every job.

And they save a lot of space in your tube caddy.
When your distributor is stocked with Sylvania

receiving tubes and ECG semiconductors you'll have
the parts you need. And you'll get them fast.

It's like having a complete warehouse built into
your telephone.

And that can save you from a real pain in the neck.

CO SYLVAN IA
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There are a lot of wire companies that
call themselves wire manufacturers.
But in reality, they're more wire jobbers,
than wire makers.

We're the real thing' We manufacture
wire and cable from the raw materials to
the finished product.

So what? So plenty !
Because we make wire and cable from

the beginning to end, we can watch out

to see that every piece is perfect.
We can also keep an eye out to see that

our production rate never falls behind
and causes production shortages.

And what's more, we can look out to
see that our warehouses are always fully
stocked with items so we can fill
shipments on schedule.

The next time you want wire and
cable, order it from the people who

produce it - us! For
complete information
on Columbia wire,
cable and cord sets,
contact your local stocking Columbia
distributor. Columbia Electronic Cables.
11 Cove Street, New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts 02744 (Phone: 617-999-4455 
Telex: 929411). California: 1950 Naomi
Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal. 90011.

COLUMBIA

Columbia Electronic Cables
. . . for more details circlf 108 on Reader Service Card



READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Needs Chart
I recently acquired a Calex Mfg.

Co. 123 -Socket "Do -It -Yourself"
Tube Tester, Model 602. Unfortunate-
ly the chart for tube number -socket -
meter setting was not with it. Could
someone tell me where I could get
such a chart?

D. A. RICE
208 Indianwood Blvd.
Park Forest, III. 60466

For Sale
I have a complete set of TEKFAX

schematics from ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER from the very begin-
ning, which I would like to sell.

JOHN LIND
14732 72nd Rd.
Flushing, N.Y. 11367

I have old radio magazines dating
back to 1920 for sale plus a large sup-
ply of old radio and TV tubes.

JOE RUSINKO
Rt. I
Colbert, Wash.

Needs Meter
I need a meter, Model 50-292X, for

a Hickok Model 292X signal genera-
tor. Hickok is no longer able to supply
this meter. Any assistance from your
readers to procure a new meter, a
used meter, or a defective meter
which is still complete would be great-
ly appreciated. (Hickok can rebuild a
defective meter, my instrument was
received without one.) I'll be glad to
cover expenses for this item.

JAMES M. KOONE
Box 5006
Ft. Amador
FPO N.Y., N.Y. 09580

kl'S CUT-RATE
RA -1),D -.TV

ERV

-4*2
1)/01

"How could he? He had all the business
he could handle."

The RCA portable
color bar generator

Performs like the big ones
Costs only $75*
 Provides color bar, dot, cross hatch, and blank

raster patterns
 All solid state circuitry including ICs
 Pattern signals, RF output frequency and color

subcarrier all crystal -controlled
 Battery operated, AC adapter available
 Lightweight - less than 20 oz., only 61/2" wide x

4" deep x 3" high
For all the technical specs get in touch with your
RCA Distributor. RCA I Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029
* Optional User Price

RCA
... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS
STOCIe UP ON BLUE STUFF NOW

AND GET TN/S UNIQUE SEND-O-UTE
fREE

Stop Callbacks
with EACO

1111:11)111°

1; 1105
FOR ."

CLEANING

CONTINUOUS
"BLRI CH;

GC

441 COLOR *
HI GAIN * NUVISTO

*Concentrated*

The flexible light -extension twists and turns to put
light right where you need it - works just like the
spray extension does on BLUE STUFF in getting into
tight tuners.

Just buy a case of BLUE STUFF marked BEND-0-
LITE on top from your participating jobber, and
you'll find your BEND-O-LITE and batteries packed
inside. Ready to use.

TECH

*BEND-O-LITE and batteries are worth $4.55

Offer expires October 10, 1971

makers of better chemical tools for technicians
SPRAY P. 0. Box 949  Amarillo, Texas

Reader comments concerning past

feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

Has Precise Schematics
In the May 1971 issue you asked

for any information on instruments
manufactured by Precise Electronics
and Development Corp. I have a com-
plete instruction manual and sche-
matic for the Precise Model 909
VTVM, should anyone need such

BOB KAMPF
Audio & Hi Fi Consultant
P.O. Box 7
Saranac Lake, N.Y.

Another Nervous at the NEW Show
If you were a bit nervous about the

Second Century Dinner at Bal Har-
bour (as per your excellent editorial
in the July issue) I'd gladly have
changed places with you that after-
noon.

As you may have surmised, we sold
NEDA on the Second Century theme,
and managed to come up with the
proclamations and greetings from the
President and the Governors of the
leading electronics producing states.

But the threatening weather was of
minor concern that afternoon, for we
were prepared to move the tables in-
doors at the last minute. The real cliff-
hanger for me was something I hadn't
even told the dinner sponsors until
that afternoon-the possibility that
President Nixon might make a last-
minute surprise appearance at the din-
ner.

Somewhere along the line the plan
was vetoed-possibly for security rea-
sons, or press of State affairs. But for
a while at least we had the prospect of
welcoming the President to our big
event.

The reason for not making that
public in advance was that had we
sold tickets that day, it might have
seemed to be a gimmick-particularly
if the President was a "no-show." As
it turned out, the banquet was a suc-
cess as you so kindly noted-and for
my money, so was the NEW Show.

S. I. NEIMAN
ELECTRONICS INFORMATION BUREAU

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label

from one of your recent issues.

... for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card
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SERVIC technicians know that Color TV repair demands more

time and effort. That's why Sprague strives to simplify Color TV capacitor selection.

COLO TV capacitors by Sprague come in the exact rat-

ings required to meet the exacting requirements of Color TV.

service becomes more demanding as Color TV keeps ex-
panding. That's why exact capacitor ratings are important. They
help you to restore origilal set performance.

EASIE selection of replacement ca-
pacitors for Color TV is assured when you look to the broad
Sprague line. You'll get the capacitor you need-when you
need it-every time.

Just off the press! See your Sprague Distributor
for a free copy of our new 40 -page K-110 Twist-Lok
and Print-Lok Capacitor Replacement Manual, or
write to: Sprague Products Comoany, 65 Marshall St.,
North Adams, Mass. 01247

THE BROAD -LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

6,1101141

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

. for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Carl
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Industry Work to Develop
Voluntary Self Regulation

Let's face it, there are electronic technicians who, due to
unethical practices and technical incompetency, are making
a bad name of our profession. (Reference to this problem
is mentioned this month in the Editor's Memo.) The prob-
lem is not uniquely ours. We can easily point our finger at
the mechanics servicing automobiles, physicians, etc., etc.
. . . and rightly say that their hands are not clean either.

One point that Morris Finneyburgh, Sr. (an industrialist
that the electronics industry has honored in their Hall of
Fame for advocating the cause of electronic technicians)
stressed in a recent interview was that we are guilty of
cowing to such criticism. We tend to hide our heads in
the sand, failing to realize that the public is pointing many
fingers in many directions and failing to join together to
improve our public image (and in the process our income
as well).

The March and April 1971 issues of ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER gave considerable attention to some very
important meetings held last February in Dallas. At these
meetings a great deal of attention was given this problem,
and plans were begun for upgrading the technical compe-
tency of electronic technicians, for uniting the trade asso-
ciations so that they can more effectively represent you,
and for developing a program for self policing.

We are certain that the blood pressure of some of our
readers has risen a point or two with our coverage of this
subject. If this results in some action, then good! These
trade associations are representing you. Although in our
support of you we promote many of their projects, it's their
members that determine what they do. So, whether you
strongly agree or disagree, write them directly, with a car -

bon to us, and join the local chapter of the appropriate
group. These associations include the National Electronic
Associations, Inc. (NEA), National Alliance of Television
& Electronic Service Associations (NATESA), and Na-
tional Appliance & Radio -TV Dealers Association
(NARDA). They will reply to your comments and advise
you concerning the location of your local association. Ed.

Members of the Industry Wide (Consumer Electronic
Service Industry) Investigative "Self -Regulation" Commit-
tee, representing NEA, NARDA and NATESA, include
the following: Chairman: Mr. Charles R. Couch, Jr. CET,
P.O. Box 536, Gainesville, Fla. 32601. Co-chairman: Mr.
M. L. Finneburgh, Sr. EHF, 34 W. Interstate St., Bedford,
Ohio 44146. Other members include officers of the three
associations: Mr. Dick Glass CET, Executive Vice Presi-
dent, NEA, 1309 W. Market St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46222;
Mr. Frank Moch, Executive Director, NATESA, 5906 S.
Troy St., Chicago, III. 60629; and Mr. John Gooley, As-
sistant Executive Director, NARDA, 318 W. Randolph
St., Chicago, III. 60606. Also included are: Mr. Norris
Browne CET, Mr. W. S. Harrison, Mr. Virgil Gaither
CET, Mr. Emmett Medford CET, Mr. Lew Russell CET,
Mr. Les Nesvick CET, Mr. Fred Watjen CET, Mr. C. J.
Rucker CET, and Mr. Everett Pershing CET.

At a banquet closing the April NARDA Convention, Mrs.
Virginia Knauer, special assistant to the President of the
United States on Consumer Affairs, said, "If your industry
knows all about the problems that consumer groups are
shouting about, why haven't you done something about
them before they grew to such proportions at the govern-
ment level?" She continued by saying, "The time is late,
because there are many bills on the 'hill' that will make
you do the things you say you cannot do."

continued on page 33

ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP
EL H MEMBER

THE ULTIMATE GOAL
FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE
RECOGNITION OR ACHIEVEMENT

Ec 0
TR N

° 0

SALES
AND

SERVICE
DEALERS

INDEPENDENT
SERVICE
DEALERS
ALL AREAS

ELECTRONIC OR APPLIANCES

4

DISTRIBUTOR
SERVICE

DEPARTMENTS

4

SERVICE NI
SOCIETY c R

NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE
ADMINISTRATOR

NARDA

ISCET
ADMINISTRATION

ELECTRONIC
SERVICE

HONOR SOCIETY

SPON SORS

NATESA

SUPPORTERS

NEA

AND PROMOTORS

IT IS SUGGESTED THAT FOR THE HOME APPLIANCE FIELD
THAT NARDA BE THE ADMINISTRATOR. IN THAT INSTANCE,
THE WORD ELECTRONICS NEEDS TO BE DELETED AND AP-
PLIANCE ADDED ON THE EMBLEM.

THE NAME HONOR SOCIETY IS USED AS AN ILLUSTRATION.
ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR A BETTER NAME?

GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

LOCAL,
STATE,

NATIONAL

TV RECEIVER AND
ELECTRONIC PARTS

MANUFACTURERS, OR
APPLIANCE

MANUFACTURERS

BROADCAST
INDUSTRY

AND
FACTORY REPS.

ELECTRONICS
& APPLIANCE

SUPPLIERS
(DISTRIBUTORS)

CONSUMER
GROUPS

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
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Cut arc-back in
TV da per circuits

with RCA tubes...
6AF3
6AY3B
6BS3A
6CG3/6BW3
6CJ3/6CH3

All have the pre-

6CL3
6DW4B
17AY3A

17BE3/17BZ3
17BS3A/17DW4A

coated cathode!

These are the 10 most popular industry types for TV
damper circuits. The cathodes in these RCA tubes are pre -
coated to reduce arcing.

A special manufacturing process pre -coats the cath-
ode and pressure -welds the coating. This produces a

smooth, uniform surface that virtually eliminates arcing.
In every way, the quality that goes into these tubes

backs up your reputation for quality work. Systematic

parts inspection, tough environmental testing, sample life
testing ... these are some of the ways we build quality in
and then check it out.

See your RCA tube distributor for the complete line
of RCA tubes for damper circuits, high -voltage circuits and
all your other tube needs.

RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N.J. 07029.

RCA
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be hand'ed promptly.

DUAL -TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

Has a rectangular 700
5 -in. CRT face

The dual -trace solid-state scope, Model D67, is designed with a
25MHz bandwidth, lOmv sensitivity and delaying sweep. The
rectangular 5 -in. CRT face reportedly has a display area of 8 by
10cm. Specifications indicate a measuring accuracy of 3%, a
vertical signal delay line and a regulated power supply. Other
specifications indicate that the vertical trace drift is minimized by
using FET inputs plus a range of sweep rates from 2s/cm to
0.2µs/cm, delayed sweep and a 14ns risetime. The unit weighs
25 lb and is priced at $975. Tektronix.

FOR MORE NEW PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 60

WESTON

a 8 8 8 8

TWO -CHANNEL RECEIVER 701

Designed for VHF TV sound and
FM Broadcast reception

The Video -Voice, Model RV -04, a
solid-state dual -band VHF TV sound
and FM Broadcast portable receiver,
is designed with a VHF and FM
monopole antenna and a 3 -in. speaker.
Reportedly operated on batteries, the
unit measures 5 in. H by 5 in. W by
5 in. D. Price $24.95. Concept Plus.

FREQUENCY COUNTER 702

Designed with a frequency
range of 5Hz to 32MHz

The Model 1250 frequency counter, designed for bench
and field servicing, reportedly features solid-state LED
readouts, storage circuitry for non -blinking readout, four
ranges with automatic decimal positioning, and a carrying
handle that can be converted to a tiltstand. Specifications
indicate a frequency range of 5Hz to 32MHz with an
input impedance of I M shunted by 30pf. Other
specifications indicate an input sensitivity of 250mv rms
with a power requirement of 115v or 230v, 50 to 60Hz.
Dimensions for the unit are 7 in. W by 3 in. H by 7 in. D,
and weight is 4 lb. Price $395. Weston Instruments.
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the new

Fincd

HOME TV/ FM
MULTIPLE SET AMPLIFIERS

Amplifies TV/FM signals for distribution to every
set in the house!
Solid state design meets the most demanding reception conditions
Five different models for every reception requirement

SAFE! DEPENDABLE! INEXPENSIVE!
FOR COLOR TV ... BLACK & WHITE TV ...
FM/FM STEREO

G-922
300 ohm system, VHF -UHF -

FM, 300 ohm input and four 300
ohm outputs using twin lead wire.

List $43.95

G-923 75 ohm system
VHF -UHF -

FM, 75 ohm
input and

four 75
ohm outputs

using coaxial cable.
List $46.95

300 ohm sys-
tem, VHF -

FM only,
300 ohm

input and four
300 ohm outputs

using twin lead wire.
List $33.95

V

G-924 75 ohm system,
VHF -UHF -

FM, 75 ohm
input and
single 75

ohm output
using coaxial cable.

List $45.95
75 ohm sys-

tem, VHF -
FM only,

both 75 ohm
and 300 ohm

inputs and four 75
ohm outputs using coaxial

cable. List $39.95

WRITE DEPT. 110-9 FOR CATALOG NO. 20-594.

M FINE
THE FINNEY COMPANY

34 W. Interstate Street
Bedford, Ohio 44146

... for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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If your problem
is in -circuit
testing of

transistorized
and integrated

circuits . . .

Solve it with
Triplett's 601

Model 601

It has 7 low -power resistance

ranges that apply only 75 mV to

the device under test ... does

not activate or damage solid-
state component . . . full-scale

DC measurements down to 100

mV and 10 irA and AC as low as

10 mV and 10 p -A, it's obvious

the Model 601 was designed for

in -circuit testing.

Add such features as 10 meg-

ohm input impedance on AC

ZERO

1000

300

Ac 100

Di 3010

0L 3-7
is 1

1

LO3

.01
ACV ONLY

20
30

4o

xl MEG

x100K

xlOK

x100

ft

1. Low power ohms -7 ranges with 75 mV power source.
2. High sensitivity - 10 mV AC full scale at 10 megohm input imped-

ance; 100 mV DC at 11 megohm input resistance.
3. Simplified scale - only 4 arcs for all 53 ranges.

and 11 megohm input resistance

on DC, voltage readings to 2%

DC and 3% AC (current: 3% DC

and 4% AC), separate range -

selection and function -selection

switches, and a simplified dial

on which all 53 ranges are read

on only 4 scales, and it's equally

obvious that here's a V -O -M that

has what you need to do the job

better, faster and more easily.

See the capable Model 601 -
. for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card

$166

priced at $16 6 - at your local
Triplett distributor. For more in-

formation, or for a free demon-

stration, call him or your Triplett

sales representative right away.

Triplett Corporation, Bluffton,
Ohio 45817.

111T TRIPLETT
The Worlds most complete line of V -C.;
choose the one that's lust right for you
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NEWS._

continued from page 28

The chairman of the recently formed self -regulation
committee has prepared a self regulation plan (as shown in
the block diagram). Although the International Society of
Certified Electronic Technicians (ISCET) mentioned in
the diagram is currently associated with NEA, he feels that
the tie is so tenuous that this society would be concerned
with electronic technicians in general and not the special
interests of each of these three associations.

Some of the points presented by the chairman as a par-
tial approach to self regulation include the following:
 Get TV set manufacturers to recommend and push
CET's to the consumer in their instruction manuals.
 Interest and secure the help of the broadcast industry
in pushing CET's. Their audience will benefit from it.
 Pave the way for Better Business Bureaus and other
prospective consumer organizations to recommend CET.
 Change CET status to where moral character and integ-
rity are part of becoming a CET. Likewise, make it
grounds for revoking a CET certificate.
 Influence states with licensing examinations to be will-
ing to accept a CET in waiver of the state examination,
after paying the license fee.
 Continuously upgrade CET examinations to keep up
with technological engineering and scientific advancements
taking place every second in the industry.
 Interest bright, intelligent young men to become elec-
tronic technicians by improving the image of our profes-
sion in the consumers' and manufacturers' eyes.
 Provide self regulation. If the industry does not control
itself, the government at all levels will. Government re-
striction can and will be more expensive to operate under.

Frank Moch suggests that the industry adopt the NAT -
ESA Codes of Ethics. In the Chicago Chapter, these in-
clude the following:
 Employ qualified personnel to assure proper service. No
student shall be passed off as a technician.
 Make proper arrangements for the protection of reserve
funds on contracts.
 Carry adequate insurance coverage.
 Avoid trick advertising which offers to service or deliv-
er materials under conditions which are questionable or
unfair to the set owner or your fellow members.
 Employ professional methods of doing installations and
maintenance.
 Issue a standard guarantee.
 Have available sufficient and proper test equipment to
assure a good job.
 Maintain an adequate service data library.
 Render service without undue delay.
 Install only parts as are really necessary. Use only new
parts of a quality at least equal to original.
 Leave with, or return to customer, all parts replaced,
when requested (except where impractical).
 Issue an itemized bill.
 Furnish estimates upon request.
 Service sets in home whenever possible.
 Be honest, courteous and treat each customer in a pro-
fessional manner.
 Observe the Golden Rule.

Under NATESA's plan of self licensing, each member
restates his adherence to the code of ethics of his group,
agrees to abide by the Better Business Bureau's rules for
advertising and guarantees to abide by the decisions of a
duly constituted grievance committee in any case of custo-
mer complaints. He further gives to the license authority
power of attorney to act if he violates his agreement. The

latter is the teeth that makes the plan acceptable to the
public.

Further committee action is required before any final
proposal can be submitted to the appropriate associations
for final action. Your efforts to assist the committee mem-
bers as they develop a plan are welcome. (If you wish, you
may send carbons of your letters to our attention, address-
ing them to: Phillip Dahlen, Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER, 1 E. First St., Duluth, Minn. 55802.)

National Electronic Associations
Holds Seventh Annual Convention

On July 17th, the National Electronic Associations, Inc.
(NEA) reelected Norris Browne, CET as its president and
retained Emmett Mefford, CET as its vice president. Henry
Hyde, CET was elected secretary and Tom Cooper, CET
was elected treasurer. Also elected were eight regional vice
presidents.

In the June issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER,
we indicated that, " ... those attending the convention will
be learning the business practices of others in the industry
in an informal manner while at the same time taking part
in family fun, deep sea fishing, bowling, golf tournament,
Indian Bar-B-Que and sight seeing trips." And as you can
see from the photos, that is just what they did!

However, a lot of significant business activity also oc-
curred during the convention. (Two other news items in

continued on page 47

your NORTRONICS
distributor is the best
source for professional
tape heads!

ortronics . . . world's
eading designer and

anufacturer of magnet-
ic heads...offers the pre-
cise replacement head

I,

-tor virtually every profes-
sional recorder ... heads
that provi Je outstanding
performance. lo igest life
and easy replacement

. with minimum d )wntime.
Nortronics' distributors 'Stock the 'right' replacement
head for your professional recorder-be it Ampex, Mag-
necord, Scully, Concertone, Gates, Crown, RCA, ATC,
Collins, KRS, Macarta, MCI, Tape-a-Thon, Sparta, Tape -
,caster or any other!

ISee your Nortr.)nics distributor today for professional
eel -to -reel or cartridge head requirements. He also
arries a comp ete line of Nortronics accessories and
ffers head relapping services.

NORTRONICS
COMPANY, INC.

6410 Wayzata 131,.41. Min  12) 544-0381

011an Finit14.Ltd.!25:1:oro Rd.ftmview.Ont..p, 16 9103
. . . for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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cimilu

6101E86

VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMAIETTI
IIRO 110 'OVER Rival 0.0661. ria v00 v 06.40100e WAIT 600 Omni .0000C 6011066 v R6rOt

+iv.
500MA.

+D.C. TRANSIT-D.0 1 A.C.
2.5V. 10MA.
i V. AMPS.

10V. I MA. ;'2L
.5.i., 0.. V. Rx1

250V. 8x100

COMMON + 504V. 8.10.000 K.00V.
1000V. C.UTMT 4.c ac

THE NEW SERIES 6 HAS ALL THESE NEW
FEATURES PLUS ALL THE ADVANCEMENTS
IN THE SERIES 5:
 External access battery and fuse compartment.
 Clip -type fuse holder.
 0-1 volt DC range.
 0-500 volt AC and DC ranges.
 Available 5000 volt adapter -type DC safety probe.
 Multi -purpose, screw -on test leads with

combination probe and alligator clips.
 Only 2 batteries . . . one 9 -volt NEDA 1604

and one 11/2 -volt "D" cell.
 Rugged taut band movement.
 Varistor overload protection.

260-6

NOW...
the new

0

260
SERIES 6
VOM

EXTERNAL BATTERY AND FUSE COMPARTMENT

260-6RT (Roll-top protective case).. $71.00
260-6MRT (Mirror scale and roll-top case) $73.00
260-6P (Overload protected). $97.00
260-6PRT (Overload protected and

roll-top case). $103.00
$65.00 Safety Probe: 5000 volt DC adapter

260-6M (Mirror scale) $67.00 type #00506 $4.50

GET "OFF THE SHELF" DELIVERY FROM YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
-OR WRITE TODAY FOR BULLETIN 1-810.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, III. 60644, Phone: (312) 379.1121
Export Dept: 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, !IL 60644, Phone: (312)379-1121, Cable SIMELCO
IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario olvisioN
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., International House, Bombay -Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay

... for more detain circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT

Exploring Zenith's
Titan 110 Color -TV Chassis
by Joseph Zauhar

Five plug-in modules employing plug-in

transistors and integrated circuits provide
fo easier and simpler servicing

 As new color -TV receivers ap-
pear on the market, it is very obvi-
ous that modular solid-state circuit-
ry will soon dominate the color -TV
field. As an example, Zenith has
just introduced its first all solid-state
color chassis, called the Titan 110,
employing five modular circuits.

After reading the product re-
leases with great interest, we or-
dered Zenith's Model C4787P con-
sole color -TV set, employing the
25CC55 chassis. Upon viewing this
TV set from the front, we noted

Zenith's Model C4787P color -TV Set E m)loying the 25CC55 chassis.

that it has many useful features-
not only for the customer, but the
service technician as well. Their ad-
justments are simplified with the use
of new TINT, COLOR LEVEL, BRIGHT-
NESS, CONTRAST and VERTICAL
HOLD controls. By turning each con-
trol until its red -line indicator is in
the 12 o'clock position, a satisfac-
tory picture is obtained-or the con-
trol can be adjusted to customized
setting if they are desired. By re-
moving two screws (Fig. 1), the
speaker can be removed to provide
access to the convergence board for
up -front adjustments.

The 25CC55 chassis that we ex-
amined (Fig. 2) is of all solid-state
design similar to last year's 40BC50
chassis. But since that chassis was
never produced in commercial
quantities, the 25CC55 can be con-
sidered a new chassis.

This chassis employs five plug-in
integrated circuits and five Dura-
Modules (Fig. 3). These snap -in
modules provide both a carrier and
interconnecting system for a num-
ber of solid-state circuits. The tran-
sistors and integrated circuits plug
into sockets on the modules, thus
eliminating the need to remove the
modules for the replacement or test-
ing of components.

The CRT socket (Fig. 4) incor-
porates several 1K resistors at the
pin terminals of the CRT elements
for improved arc protection. Should
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an arc occur in the picture tube, its
energy should be dissipated across
the resistor near the source of the
arc. Spark gaps are also employed
at each end of the resistors to dis-
sipate any energy that is not fully
dissipated by the resistors.

Power Supply
The power supply employed in

this chassis is quite similar to the
supply used in the 40BC50 chassis
but with a few significant changes.
A simplified schematic of this pow-
er supply is shown in Fig. 5. Voltage
feedback is not utilized and a zener
diode is used as a voltage reference.
A zener diode (Z1) is used in the
input and transistor TR1 acts as a
constant voltage generator. The
emitter of TR1 is a fixed voltage
source (E 1 ), and the current has to
be amplified to supply enough cur-
rent (up to 15ma base current for a
450ma output) to transistor TR3.
Transistor TR2 is the second cur-
rent amplifier.

Transistors TR2 and TR3 have a
minimum current gain of 30. With
both current gains multiplied, the
minimum total gain will be 900. If
the maximum current through TR3
is equal to 450ma, then with a gain
of 900 the base current drawn from
TR2 will be 450/900 or 0.5ma.
This load will reflect back to the
voltage divider, located at the emit-
ter lead of TR1, which passes a
minimum current of 10ma. This
means that the maximum output
load will offset the voltage of the di-
vider by no more than 5 percent, or
6v, because of the 120ft, 22w re-
sistor in parallel with TR3 and the
gain of TR2 and TR3.

An "instant on" feature is em-
ployed in this chassis-requiring the
use of an additional transformer
which supplies only the filament
voltage for the CRT (approximately
4.8v when the receiver is turned
on). A winding in the main power
transformer-which is connected in
series with the additional transform-
er-adds approximately 1.5v to the
CRT filament source to obtain the
6.3v required when the TV set is
used.

Horizontal Circuitry
We found the horizontal circuitry

similar to that employed in the

VOLUME Contro

COLOR LEVEL
Control

TINT AUTO TINT
GUARD Switch

Convergent
Panel

Fig. 1-After removing two screws, the speaker cai be removed to expose the cInvergence board
for up -front adjustments.

.ubcarrier Regen Module

Vertical Mcc ule

Honzont 31 Module

AGC Modul

Video Output
Transistors

Shrorna Module

Sound Modu e

IF Subcnas

Fig. 2-Zenith's 25CC55 fully solid-s:ate color -Ii ciassis features a unique sys-.em of five inte-
grated circuits and plug-in Jura-Modufes.
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Fig. 3-Five snap -in modules provide both a carrier and interconnecting system for a number of
solid-state circuits.

40BC50 chassis. Although some
capacitive values in the output cir-
cuitry were changed to optimize per-
formance, the circuit operation is
identical. To improve the horizontal
phase lock, the AFC transistor's for-
ward bias circuitry was modified.

In some TV sets, part of the hori-
zontal sweep circuitry is mounted on
a module assembly, Part No. 9-57
(Fig. 6), as used in the chassis for
our report, but an alternate Part No.
9-70 is also used with the sweep cir-
cuitry incorporated on a substrate
(thick film) soldered to the module.
The horizontal output stage, flyback,
damper, focus and related circuits
are all chassis mounted (Fig. 7).
This chassis contains no high -volt-
age adjustment. High -voltage regu-
lation is accomplished by regulating
the B+ and using a flyback that is
tuned to the fifth harmonic of the
pulse frequency. This provides in-
herent regulation without a separate
regulatory stage.

The horizontal output transistor,
0216 (Fig. 8), is driven into satu-
ration by the positive -going portion
of the square wave coupled to its

base from transformer T206. This
"loads" the primary winding of the
flyback transformer, causing in-
creased current flow until the posi-
tive going square wave at the base
of Q216 swings negative. The
same current flow also occurs in the
yoke and causes the CRT beam to
be deflected from center to edge.

When this occurs, transistor
Q216 is completely cut off and the
magnetic field in the flyback col-
lapses. The collapse causes a posi-
tive high voltage of very short dura-
tion to be generated and applied to
the collector circuit of Q216 (re-
trace interval). The build up and
collapse of voltage (about 1 kv)
takes approximately 12/.6. Since
this is a tuned circuit, the positive
half cycle then begins to swing neg-
ative, but damper diode CR217 now
becomes forward biased and this
causes a "reverse" current flow
through the yoke. The reverse cur-
rent drives the beam spot through
the first half of the horizontal scan.
As previously stated, the beam is
scanned from center to right side
of the CRT by the yoke current that

Fig. 4-The CRT socket employs several re-
sistors and spark gaps at the pin terminals for
arc protection.

Fig. 5-Simplified schematic of the 25CC55
chassis power supply having a constant -current
transistor input. Courtesy of Zenith Radio
Corp.

occurs when the horizontal output
transistor is in saturation.

The primary winding of the hori-
zontal transformer and the yoke are
tuned to the retrace time intervals.
In transistor sets, this is usually

Fig. 6-The horizontal sweep module, Part No.
9-57, employs the horizontal AFC, oscillator,
sawtooth shaper and horizontal -driver tran-
sistors.
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about 12i.ts or about 41.5kHz. Com-
mon practice in the past has been
to wind the third winding of the
horizontal transformer so that its
leakage inductance, the capacity of

the tertiary (third winding), high -
voltage rectifier and the leads, res-
onates at six times the frequency of
the frequency corresponding to the
retrace time. Since the horizontal

121-831
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Tripler
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0

Fig. 7-The horizontal output stage, flyback, damper, focus and related circuits are chassis mounted.
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output transistor is operated as a
switch in this TV set and solid-state
regulators have not been developed
with the reliability needed, fifth har-
monic tuning is used in the tertiary
winding. This is accomplished by
reducing the capacitance.

Since the TV set contains voltage
tripler circuitry, it is able to func-
tion with a smaller tertiary winding.
Only 8.5kv pulses is required to ob-
tain 25kv. By being tuned to this
upper harmonic, about 200kHz, the
conduction time of the high -voltage
rectifier is increased, lowering the
effective impedance of the load.
This is said to give much better
high -voltage regulation than un-
tuned flybacks or third -harmonic
tuned flyback circuits.

The flyback circuit is also used as
a source of current for the second
grids in the CRT-diode CR219,
with associated filters and bleeders
being used to rectify a portion of the
1 kv pulse generated by the flyback
retrace. And the 250v supply for
the other CRT grids and video out-
put circuits is obtained by adding a
small winding on the flyback, and
rectifying and filtering the pulse
with diode CR221, and capacitors
C257 and C258. The -40v tuner
bias supply is also obtained from the
flyback at one of the convergence
windings. This is rectified and fil-
tered with diode CR218 and capaci-
tors R346 and C351.

Video Circuitry

The AGC module, No. 9-48 (Fig.
9), employs very few components
because of monolithic construction
-the 221-45 video signal integrated
circuit. And the interval generation
of the reference level by zener di-
odes and associated circuitry elim-
inates the requirement for an AGC
level control.

The signal from the second de-
tector is dc coupled to the AGC
threshold detector, where it is com-
pared to a reference level generated
in intervals. In the IC, this is 5v
with respect to ground. Since this
is the level at which the sync tips
will be clamped, the detector output
can be varied by the zero -carrier
level. In current chassis, zero -carrier
corresponds to 8.5v to 9v at the first
video stage emitter, resulting in a
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3.5v to 3.75v p -p output for 90 per-
cent modulated signals.

The AGC comparator is "gated"
so that rapid alternating signals can
be utilized with good noise immu-
nity. However, two "gates" are used.
To charge or discharge the AGC
filter, two inputs to the comparator
must be present. As with conven-
tional circuits, the line flyback pulse
must be present but additionally, the
negative going separated sync pulse
from the input video signal must be
present. Coincidence of the two
pulses will result in AGC action if
the detected signal level changes.

If, however, the line oscillator is
out of synchronization, no AGC ac-
tion will occur until the line pulse
coincides with the signal sync pulse.
Thus, no sampling is accomplished
during scan time. Further, when-
ever an AGC gating pulse is pro-
duced by coincidence of the line fly-
back pulse and the separated sync,
not only is the AGC comparator ac-
tivated but a constant -current dis-
charge of the AGC filter occurs.
This means that to maintain a con-
trol voltage on the filter, there must
be a level difference between the
video detector output and the ref-
erence voltage.

The discharge current is about
1.7ma and is always constant while
gating action occurs. The level dif-
ference between sync tips and the
reference voltage will replenish the
charge lost by the filter capacitor
and maintain a constant voltage on
the capacitor for a given signal level.

If the signal strength at the de-
tector increases (changing the level
between sync tips and the reference
voltage) additional discharge cur-
rent will be provided by the AGC
comparator to increase the filter
capacitor voltage. This control volt-
age will reduce the RF and IF gain
to keep the detector level constant
as the AGC comparator again
equals the discharge current-but at
a new control voltage level. The de-
tector level is therefore virtually
constant for all signal strengths and
control voltages.

The filter control voltage is am-
plified and "buffered" (a circuit
used to prevent interaction between
two stages) before application to
the IF and RF amplifiers. As with

conventional discrete circuits, the
AGC voltage is fed initially to the
1F amplifier and then, after a suit-
able delay, applied to the RF am-
plifier. The delay point is adjust-
able by an external control, and
positive -going or negative -going RF
control voltages are available. When
the sync tip level at the detector is
below the required threshold level
(i.e., very weak signals), the filter
voltage is maintained at the correct
level to ensure maximum signal gain
of the RF and IF systems (for max-
imum sensitivity) by an externally

adjustable clamp voltage.
While gating the AGC compara-

tor with sync pulses limits the pe-
riod during which the system is sus-
ceptible to impulse noise to merely
20 percent of the signal time, addi-
tional techniques are employed for
improved noise performance.

When the noise pulse amplitude
exceeds a certain threshold level be-
low sync tips, a noise pulse is de-
veloped. This pulse is amplified,
"stretched" (i.e., increased in width)
and inverted. Simultaneously, the

continued on page 74
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An Alternate Solution
by Phillip Dahlen

Sometimes you just can't use a roof antenna

 Just about all electronic techni-
cians will agree that a good roof an-
tenna is a must if you are to obtain
the best possible, interference -free
color -TV signal. There are, how-
ever occasions when you may en-
counter customers who either fear

repercussions from their landlord
should they attempt a roof installa-
tion, or loss of the antenna should
they move in the near future. For
similar reasons, it may not be feasi-
ble to make an attic installation (a
second best installation).

The complete sol-
id-state amplifier
is housed within
the base of the
antenna.

Channel Master's transistorized Super Chroma
82 antenna contains controls for rotating the
UHF antenna, switching the amplifier between
UHF and VHF functions, and tuning the
circuitry for best reception.

A shielded cable is used between the amplifier
and the UHF/VHF splitter at the back of the
TV set-thus preventing feedback between the
input and output of the antenna amplifier.

As an alternate solution, Channel
Master has developed a transistor-
ized indoor antenna for use on top
of a TV set. The antenna has con-
trols for rotating the UHF antenna,
switching the amplifier between
UHF and VHF functions, and tun -

On one channel, the rabbit ears built into
the TV set are unable to adequately receive
the high -quality signal transmitted by the
station.

By substituting the transistorized antenna
for the rabbit ears (and operating its elements
at the same length as the rabbit ears), a
much better picture is received from the
same station.
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ing the circuitry for best reception.
To prevent feedback between the
input and output of the antenna
amplifier, a shielded cable is used
between the amplifier and the UHF/
VHF splitter at the back of the TV
set.

Although accurate specifications
can always be written so that they
sound impressive, the proof really
comes in seeing how the product ac-
tually performs. It was therefore de-
cided to take the antenna home -10
to 12 miles from a hill where all of
Duluth's TV transmitters are lo-
cated.

The house that we purchased last
spring came with a large directional
antenna with a twin -lead to the liv-
ing room. Unfortunately, there has
never been enough free time avail-
able to run another wire to the bed-
room for our second color -TV set
(not that TV programs are watched
much in either location). And by
using merely the rabbit ears built in-
to the second TV set, we have never
been able to obtain ideal color -TV
reception. However, we have found
that a far more satisfactory picture
can be obtained by substituting the
transistorized antenna. As shown on
this month's cover, we were also
able to obtain satisfactory color -TV
reception in the living room when
substituting the transistorized anten-
na for the roof antenna.

Only one slight problem was en-
countered when using the transistor-
ized antenna on the second TV set.
(This problem may have resulted
from some minor defect in the par-
ticular sample used, had something
to do with the design of our second
TV set, or been the result of using
unshielded lead-in wire from the an-
tenna on the roof above to the TV
set in the living,..toom.) Whatever
the cause, we discovered that when
the second TV set was turned off,
certain settings of the antenna's am-
plifier (while connected to that set)
would produce beat patterns in the

picture of the living room TV set,
about 50 ft away. Retuning the am-
plifier completely eliminated this
interference. Whatever its cause,
this interference is certainly not a
problem that will be experienced in
a home having but one TV set, or

where TV sets are an adequate dis-
tance apart.

We have been quite pleased with
the transistorized antenna, and
hope to continue using it until there
is time to make an additional con-
nection to our roof antenna. 

Reception with the transistorized antenna is
improved by changing the TV set to another
channel.

Using the transistorized antenna results in a
slight interference pattern on the other
TV set.

No interference pattern can be seen on the
other TV set after retuning the transistorized
antenna.
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The CAT Game -- Part II
by Lambert C. Huneault

C.A.T.-Circuit Analysis and Troubleshooting-is the name of the game.
The first quiz (October 1969 issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER) dealt with a vacuum -tube TV set. Now, for the sake of variety
and to bring your troubleshooting up-to-date, this second game is based
on the schematic diagram of a solid-state TV set.

 The following 20 multiple-choice
questions test your understanding of
circuit functions and your ability to
predict the symptoms expected from
component failures. At the end of
this question section, answers are
given along with explanations which,
we hope, will shed some light on
transistor circuit behavior and gen-
eral transistor TV theory.

We hope you enjoy the game. . . .

Good luck!

Questions
1. Horizontal damper diode X12

opens. There will be . . .

(a) no raster
(b) white vertical bars on left

side of raster
(c) narrow raster (shrinks in

from the sides)
(d) little noticeable effect

2. Capacitor C86 opens (located
near horizontal phase detector
diodes).
(a) no raster
(b) picture breaks into diag-

onal bars
(c) raster okay, no picture

(blank white screen)
(d) piecrust (geartooth) dis-

tortion in picture
3. The 33K resistor opens in the

base circuit of the video -output
transistor.
(a) no raster
(b) no picture, sound and ras-

ter normal
(c) washed out picture with

only bright highlights vis-
ible on a gray background

(d) little noticeable effect
4. Capacitor C49 opens (near

The author is supervisor of the
Electronics Dept., Audio Retraining
Div., St. Clair College of Applied Arts
and Technology, Windsor, Ontario.

AGC Gate transistor TR8).
(a) no raster, sound okay
(b) no picture, sound and ras-

ter normal
picture snowy, sound okay
"overloaded picture," i.e.,
picture has excessive con-
trast, or, depending on sig-
nal strength, may even
turn "negative" (white -
and -gray scrambled pic-
ture) with buzz in the
sound

5. The 2.2K resistor opens in the
base circuit of the video -output
transistor.

no pictire, no sound
no picture, with sound
no raster
"white crushing" (no in-
termediate contrast val-
ues); most of the picture
is uniform white, with
only the very darkest pic-
ture areas showing as
dark gray.

6. Damper diode X12 shorts.
(a) picture very non-linear,

horizontally
(b) no raster
(c) raster slightly narrow, with

white vertical bars on left
side

(d) narrow raster (lacks width)
7. The 100K resistor opens in the

base circuit of Noise Gate Tran-
sistor TRIO.
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

picture snowy
picture okay, noise in the
sound
no sync (picture rolls ver-
tically and slips horizon-
tally)
picture okay on strong,
noise -free signals, but sync
unstable on weak, noisy
signals

8. Electrolytic capacitor C74 shorts

(c)

(d)

(emitter circuit of audio -output
transistor TR14).
(a) picture okay, no sound
(b) no picture, no sound
(c) picture okay, distorted

sound
(d) little noticeable effect

9. Capacitor C76 shorts (above
vertical oscillator transistor
TR15).
(a) non-linear vertical deflec-

tion
picture rolling vertically
no vertical deflection
(bright line only, at cen-
ter)

(d) picture shrinks about 3 in.
from the bottom

10. Capacitor C100 opens (collec-
tor circuit of horizontal output
transistor TR21).
(a) no raster
(b) raster lacks width
(c) no noticeable effect
(d) horizontal sweep badly

non-linear
Capacitor C110 shorts (located
to the right of high -voltage rec-
tifier tube V1).
(a) raster blooming and out of

focus
(b) retrace lines visible through

the picture
(c) raster okay, no picture

(blank white screen)
(d) no raster

12. Electrolytic capacitor C78 shorts
(in collector circuit of vertical
oscillator transistor TR15).

(a) no vertical deflection
(b) picture rolls vertically
(c) picture has excessive height

(and non-linear)
(d) vertical sweep non-linear

and lacks height
13. Capacitor C75 opens (base cir-

cuit of vertical oscillator).
(a) picture rolls (no vertical

sync)
(b) no vertical deflection
(c) non-linear vertical sweep
(d) raster lacks height

14. Capacitor C83 opens (located
above the vertical deflection
coil).
(a) vertical retrace lines visible

through the picture at low -
contrast and/or high -
brightness levels
no vertical deflection
no raster (not even a bright
horizontal line)

(b)
(c)

11.

(b)
(c)
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(d) picture rolls vertically
15. Capacitor C50 opens (above

and to the right of Sync Limit-
er transistor TR9).
(a) picture okay on strong sig-

nals, but unstable sync on
weak signals

(b) no sync (picture rolling
vertically and tearing hor-
izontally)

(c) picture locking horizontal-
ly, but rolling vertically

(d) no picture, raster and
sound okay

16. Electrolytic capacitor C88
opens (base circuit of AFC
transistor TR18).
(a) piecrust (geartooth) dis-

tortion in picture
(b) no raster
(c) picture tears into many di-

agonal bars
(d) picture slips sideways

17. The 330f1 resistor opens in the
base circuit of the vertical -out-
put transistor.
(a) no vertical deflection
(b) the picture shrinks verti-

cally (raster only about 2 -
in. high)

(c) slightly non-linear vertical
sweep

(d) vertical sweep very non-
linear with slightly reduced
height

18. Electrolytic capacitor C39 shorts
(in base circuit of Noise Gate
Driver transistor TR5).
(a) raster okay, no picture, no

sound
(b) raster and sound okay, no

picture
(c) picture tearing and rolling

(no sync)
(d) no noticeable effect under

normal reception condi-
tions

19. Capacitor C76 open (above
vertical -oscillator transistor,
TR15).
(a) no vertical deflection
(b) picture lacks vertical height

(about 1 in. black-top
and bottom)

(c) very non-linear vertical
sweep

(d) poor vertical interlace
20. Capacitor C79 open (in base

circuit of Vertical -Driver tran-
sistor, TR16).
(a) picture rolling vertically,

but horizontal sync okay
(b) no vertical deflection
(c) vertical sync okay, but pic-

ture tears into diagonal
bars

(d) little noticeable effect, un-
der normal signal -strength
conditions

Answers

1. (d)-In this respect, a solid-
state TV set is very different
from its vacuum tube counter-
part. A dead (open) damper
does not mean "no raster," be-
cause reaction scanning can
continue almost unaffected in
the absence of the diode, a con-
duction path being provided
through the collector -to -base
junction of the horizontal -out-
put transistor. During the early
part of the horizontal trace,
when diode X12 is expected to
conduct, the negative -going col-
lector voltage forward biases
the collector -to -base junction of
transistor TR21-allowing yoke
current to flow backwards into
the collector, out of the base,
and down to ground through
the low -resistance base circuit.
This is a rugged power transis-
tor and can take it! Diode X12
normally produces a slight im-
provement in horizontal -sweep
linearity by providing a parallel
conduction path, but even with
X12 open, the change in linear-
ity is difficult to notice.

2. (b)-Capacitor C86 couples
the sample (reference) saw -
tooth wave from the H.O.T.
back to the dual -diode phase
detector for comparison with
the incoming sync. With this
capacitor open, no comparison
is possible; and thus no dc con-
trol voltage (AFC) is supplied
to the reactance control tran-
sistor (TR18), resulting in a
free -running horizontal oscilla-
tor.

3. (c)-Since this is the resistor
which applies forward bias
(positive dc voltage) to the
base of transistor TR6, one
might expect that without it
TR6 could not turn ON, and
therefore no picture informa-
tion would appear on the CRT

screen. As a matter of fact, this
would be true in the case of,
say transistor TR1 (the first IF
amplifier), where signals are at
the millivolt level. However, in
the case of TR6, the input sig-
nal supplied by the video driver
is large enough, on its positive
peaks (white highlights), to
overcome the potential hill of
TR6's base -to -emitter junction
and turn the transistor ON.

4. (d)-Capacitor C49 couples
the keying pulses from the
H.O.T., through diode X5, to
the collector of the gated AGC
transistor. With C49 open,
transistor TR8 does not oper-
ate for lack of collector voltage,
and therefore the whole AGC
system is inoperative (transis-
tors TR8 and TR7), causing
overload in the RF and IF cir-
cuits. Incidentally, X5 protects
TR8 by preventing the positive
AGC voltage normally pro-
duced by C49 from forward
biasing the collector -to -base
junction of TR8.

5. (d)-With its 33K companion,
this 2.2K resistor forms the base
bias voltage -divider network.
Its purpose is to stabilize the
bias for transistor TR6. With
it open, the base voltage in-
creases by nearly 1 v, driving
the transistor into saturation
for all but the most negative
(darkest) video input levels at
the base of the transistor; i.e.,
all medium gray, light gray and
white areas of the picture (posi-
tive -going swings of the base
input signal) result in collector
current saturation, and these
appear as a uniform white back-
ground.

6. (b)-With diode X12 shorted,
not only will there be no raster,
but the H.O.T. primary winding
will pass excessive current and
the 10t1, lOw resistor, R67, will
glow red hot before something
finally opens (maybe fuse F1,
but don't count on it)!

7. (c)-This resistor is the all-
important base bias resistor for
transistor TRIO. It normally
supplies sufficient base voltage
(about 0.6v) to allow the re-
sulting low emitter -to -collector
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resistance of TRIO to effectively
return the emitter of sync sepa-
rator transistor TR9 to ground
-this provides normal sync sep-
arator action. With the 100K
resistor open, TRIO turns OFF,
opening TR9's emitter circuit.

8. (a)-Normally, the emitter re-
sistor (R49) of an audio -out-
put transistor is used only for
bias stabilization (preventing
thermal runaway), and so, if its
bypass capacitor were to short,
only a shift in operating point
with some resulting audio dis-
tortion might be expected. But
in this specific circuit, the dc
voltage provided by R49 is also
used as a bias source for the
base of audio -driver transistor
TR13. With capacitor C74
shorted, the 9.1v source drops
to Ov, causing the driver tran-
sistor to turn OFF.

9. (c)-Transistors TR15 and
TR17 constitute a collector -
coupled multivibrator (emit-
ter -follower transistor TR16
serving as an impedance -match-
ing device), and capacitor C76
is in the feedback loop between
the two transistors. With it
shorted, the positive feedback
signal is shorted to ground
rather than coupled back to the
base of TR15; thus the whole
vertical deflection system is in-
operative.

10. (a)-With capacitor C100
open, the horizontal -output
transistor (TR21) is almost
sure to break down! Normally,
the back EMF causes the col-
lector voltage to rise to a peak
of about +500v during retrace.
This is a very high reverse volt-
age for the collector -to -base
junction to withstand. By acting
as a partial bypass capacitor
(capacitors oppose sudden
voltage changes), C100 pre-
vents the retrace pulse from ris-
ing any higher. With C100 out,
the amplitude of the retrace
pulse would rise beyond 500v,
exceeding the maximum collec-
tor voltage rating of TR21.
CAUTION: When replacing
TR21, it is advisable to use a
genuine 121-452 transistor
from the TV -set manufacturer.

Universal (horizontal -output)
replacement semiconductors
usually have a maximum collec-
tor voltage rating of only 300v
or so.

11. (c) . . . but not for long, then
(d)-Diode X13 is a half -wave
rectifier which produces a B+
of 150v for the BRIGHTNESS
control and the collector of the
video -output transistor (TR6).
With bypass capacitor C110
shorted, transistor TR6 would
be inoperative (no picture, ras-
ter okay), but the load on the
H.O.T. and on the 70v dc pow-
er supply would be so heavy
that components would smoke
and the set would soon fail
completely (no raster). It is in-
teresting to note that in solid-
state TV sets, the video ampli-
fier is usually the only transis-
tor that requires a high supply
voltage (usually 100v or more)
for its collector. This is because
the transistor has to produce
sufficiently large collector volt-
age swings (e.g., 90v p -p) to
drive the CRT from white to
black. All the other transistors
can be operated at much lower
dc collector voltage levels.

12. (d)-Capacitors C77 and C78
in series provide the "sawmak-
er" capacitance in the vertical -
oscillator collector circuit. How-
ever, C78 is also part of a feed-
back loop between the emitter
of transistor TR17 and the base
circuit of transistor TR16. A
shorted C78 kills this feedback,
resulting in a modified vertical -
sweep waveform.

13. (b)-Without capacitor C75,
the vertical signal cannot be
coupled back from the collec-
tor of the normally ON transistor
(TR17) to the base of the nor-
mally OFF transistor (TR15).

14. (a)-Transformer T6 is not a
vertical -output transformer in
the usual sense of the word. Its
primary inductance is the col-
lector load for transistor TR17,
which is impedance -coupled to
the vertical deflection coil. The
secondary winding (L17B) is
not used to match the impe-
dance of the yoke. Instead, it
serves as a source of negative -

going vertical retrace blanking
pulses for the control grid of
the CRT. With capacitor C83
open, these pulses cannot reach
the CRT.

15. (b)-Capacitor C50 is the
coupling capacitor feeding com-
posite video signals from the
collector of the video -driver
transistor (TR4) to the base of
the sync separator (limiter)
transistor (TR9).

16. (a)-Capacitor C88 and its
3.3K series resistor form the
AFC anti -hunt network. With
this circuit disabled, the AFC
system will over -correct the
horizontal oscillator and cause
a severe "piecrust" effect, as
the oscillator is constantly hunt-
ing for the proper frequency.

17. (c)-The vertical trace is af-
fected only slightly because the
33011 resistor is not an essen-
tial component. Without it,
transistor TR16 will still drive
the vertical output -transistors
TR16 and TR17 forming a
Darlington amplifier. The emit-
ter current of the driver be-
comes the base current of the
output transistor, the latter's
operating point being shifted
only slightly by the absence of
the 33011 resistor.

18. (d)-Under normal signal con-
ditions, transistor TR5 is a
common -base amplifier whose
emitter -to -base junction is nor-
mally reverse biased (1v) and
therefore does not conduct.
With capacitor C39 shorted, its
base -to -emitter junction has a
4v reverse bias, so the transistor
still remains inoperative and the
picture is not affected. This
transistor would only conduct
in the presence of high -ampli-
tude noise in the video-nega-
tive-going noise pulses would
then forward bias its base -to -
emitter junction, producing
amplified negative pulses (re-
member, a common -base am-
plifier does not invert signal
phase). These pulses would be
coupled through capacitor C38
to the base of the PNP noise
gate, turning transistor OFF and
thus opening the emitter return

continued on page 74
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Cutting Costs with EOQ
by Raymond Herzog

Operating an efficient TV service

business requires more than just
earning a good income-it also
involves saving money and cutting

costs where possible

 All too frequently, the "saving money" and "cutting
costs" aspects of a TV service business could be applied
to a greater advantage. Toward the end of more effec-
tively cutting costs, this article shows how a TV service
business (or any similar small business) can practically
apply an inventory control method used by large manu-
facturers and distributors. This method is the Economic
Order Quantity (EOQ) used for purchasing items.

With the Economic Order Quantity method, factors
involved in ordering inventory (replacement parts,
radios, TV sets, etc.) are all considered together so as
to get optimum benefits at minimum costs. A mathe-
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matical formula for EOQ gives the relationship of these
factors:

EOQ -4
112 A s

EOQ = most economical number of pieces
of an item per order

A = fixed cost per order
s = annual usage of the item
i = annual cost of carrying one item in

stock for one year
Let us say, for example, that you pay $1.00 for a cer-

tain TV -set replacement part, and you use 100 pieces
of this part per year. Your average cost for placing an
order is 100*-this could be transportation costs to get
the part, administrative charges for the paperwork of an
order and so forth. And let us assume an annual cost
for carrying the part in stock to be five percent* of the
cost of the part (for our example, 0.05 x $1.00 =
$0.05)-this carrying cost could be for shelf space,
money invested for inventory and therefore not avail-
able for other uses, etc. Thus, in our example, the Eco-
nomic Order Quantity:

/(2)($0.10)(100)
EOQ = V - yill5F= 20 pieces.($0.05)

By ordering 20 pieces of this part at a time, you would
have the lowest overall costs.

Now, you might be thinking that if you used about
two pieces of this part each week (or 100 per year),
and if you had a weekly parts order and delivery or
pickup, then it might be less expensive to get only two
pieces each time ( assuming a sufficient buffer stock).
Paying for two pieces instead of 20 leaves more money
for other uses-or in other words, buying two pieces
instead of 20 with each order gives a higher turnover of
inventory.

But, on the other hand, having to place an order and
take an inventory count more frequently often adds to
your administrative costs.

So where then is the ideal compromise point? The
EOQ.

To better illustrate the EOQ method, let us see just
what the cost would be for ordering our example part-
say, two at a time instead of 20. The following formula
will help:

T = (A)(N) + (i)4 -
T = total annual cost of ordering and carry-

ing an item
A = fixed cost per order
N = number of orders per year
i = annual cost of carrying one item in

stock for one year
quantity of pieces of the item per orderq =

*The value used in this example for the fixed cost per
order is 100. This easy -to -work -with, round figure is used
to conveniently illustrate the EOQ formula. An actual cost
in practice may vary over a wide range. The same is true
for the cost for carrying an item, and the value in this
example does not necessarily represent a typical cost.
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For getting 20 pieces per order, the total annual cost
would be:

(20)
T = ($0.10) (

(20)00) + ($0.05)77 = $1.00.
And for getting two pieces per order, the total annual

cost would be:
100 (2)T = ($0.10) ( (2)) + ($0.05)77= $5.05.

A good picture of the situation is given in the graph
of costs versus number of orders. As might be expected,
the cost for placing orders increases linearly as the
number of orders increases-i.e., the straight-line plot
represents the (A) (N) portion of the total cost for-
mula.

The (i) (q)-2-portion, however, plots as a curve which

decreases at a decreasing rate as the number of orders
100

increases. Keep in mind that "q" equals Thus, the

cost involving the quantity of pieces is inversely propor-
tional to the value of the number of orders.

Combining the two plots gives a third curve which
has a minimum value at the EOQ point of five orders
per year.

For values of "q," only q = 20, which is the same as
N = 5 since (q) (N) = 100, will give the lowest over-
all ordering costs and carrying costs. Granted, the pos-
sible savings may not be large, but even a savings of
about $4.00, as in this example, when multiplied by

Data plotted to obtain graph shown
in this article

N (A)(N) q (i) (q) T
2

1 $0.10 100 $2.50 $2.60

2 0.20 50 1.25 1.45

3 0.30 33 .83 1.13

4 0.40 25 .63 1.03

5 0.50 20 .50 1.00

6 0.60 17 .425 1.025

7 0.70 14.3 .358 1.058

8 0.80 12.5 .313 1.113

9 0.90 11.1 .278 '..178

10 1.00 10.0 .250 1.250

12 1.20 8.3 .208 1.408

15 1.50 6.7 .167 1.667

20 2.00 5.0 .125 2.125

25 2.50 4.0 .100 2.600

30 3.00 3.3 .083 3.083

40 4.00 2.5 .063 4.063

50 5.00 2.0 .050 5.050

. . . where T = (a)(N) + (i)L91
2

perhaps a couple dozen or more items, could offer a sig-
nificant cost reduction. 

References consulted for "Cutting Costs with EOQ"
Magee, John F. Industrial Logistics: Analysis and Man-

agement of Physical Supply and Distribution Systems.
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1968. (p. 97)

Plossl, G. W. and 0. W. Wight. Production and Inven-
tory Control. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice -Hall,
Inc., 1967. (p. 76)

Starr, Martin K. and David W. Miller. Inventory Con-
trol: Theory and Practice. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice -Hall, Inc. 1962. (p. 80)
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continued from page 33
this issue tell of ISCET's election of officers at the conven-
tion and of NEA's efforts as the industry works to develop
voluntary self regulation.) And the following are brief de-
scriptions of resolutions passed during the NEA conven-
tion.
 A resolution of the NEA asking for and recommending
the installation of interference rejection circuits in all TV
receivers to reduce the problem of FM interference in TV
reception.
 A resolution of the NEA to set Hawaii as the site of its
1973 convention.
 A resolution of the NEA to change the name of the an-
nual NEA Outstanding Local Association President's
Award to the John Betz Memorial Award.
 A resolution of the NEA to ask the Federal Trade
Commission to adopt the California law regarding the
grading of picture tubes as a national regulation as part of
their current rules regarding the disclosure of what is new
or what is used in the manufacture of picture tubes.
 A resolution of the NEA approving, and recommending
to all State affiliates of NEA, and all other local and na-
tional service organizations to consider and endorse the
new RCA solid-state training concept of joint service asso-
ciation / distributor / manufacturer / technician upgrading
training seminars.
 A resolution of the NEA thanking the officers and
members of the Oregon Television Service Association and
the Washington State Electronics Council for their work
and sponsorship of the 1971 convention in Portland, Ore-
gon.
 A resolution of the NEA commending Mr. M. L. Fin-
neburgh, Sr., EHF and Mr. Donald J. Martin for their ef-
forts on behalf of the service industry in directing the ac-
tivities of the S.I.S. program, 1970-71.

 A resolution of the NEA to create a permanent com-
mittee dedicated to providing a program for self regulation
of the electronic service industry, and the development of
a national code of ethics, and the creation of a method of
enforcement of this program.
 A resolution increasing the NEA monthly dues to $3.00

and providing half of the increase, 500, be used for affili-
ated states travel funds.
 A resolution of the NEA recommending that NEA
sponsor the next National Electronics Service Conference
in Hot Springs, Ark., August 26, 1971, and solicit the aid
of NATESA in this project.
 A resolution of the NEA recommending the control of
CATV by the FCC.

continued on page 52
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Employee Relations for the Service Dealer
by William Joseph

In good times or bad, employee turnover is a more serious and costly
problem than you may realize. Each time an employee resigns or is dis-
charged, the firm involved incurs considerable direct expense; and ov-
erall efficiency suffers until a replacement can be hired, trained and put
to productive work. Depending on the frequency with which this hap-
pens, the results can be disastrous.

 The Small Business Administra-
tion estimates that the direct expense
of replacing one employee in a small
business will run between $200 and
$2000. The more skilled and spe-
cialized the employee, the higher the
cost.

Despite the disheartening and ex-
pensive effects of high employee
turnover, many service dealers do
not seem to have any idea why their
employees leave, or what to do
about it.

"I pay as well as anybody in
town," said one dealer recently,
"and yet, my best man just told me

According to the employee rela-
tions manager of one large corpora-
tion, such a statement clearly reveals
one of the most common weakness-
es in small business. "A good salary
and a pat on the back," he says,
"simply cannot be depended upon
to attract and keep valuable employ-
ees."

The big companies learned their
lessons a long time ago. They know
that the employee turnover rate is a
crucial factor, and they definitely
know what to do about it. While
the small dealer cannot afford his
own experts, there is nothing to stop
him from employing the same prin-
ciples used so effectively by his big-
ger competitors. And make no mis-
take about it, the small dealer is in
direct competition with the big cor-
porations when it comes to man-
power. If he makes no effort to com-
pete, he will be left with only the
"rejects." And the turnover rate
among this type of employee is as-
tronomical.

No matter how small the com-
pany, turnover of employees already
on the payroll can probably be im-

proved through the use of a good
program of employee relations. The
experts agree, though, that there is
a first crucial step too often over-
looked by the small businessman-
the careful selection and hiring of
new employees. The following points
are recommended as minimum pre-
cautions for any hiring of new per-
sonnel:
Never hire at the first interview.
Recently, a Philadelphia service
dealer advertised for an electronic
technician. The very first applicant
was clean-cut and impressive. He
was hired on the spot. Three weeks

him went a full tube caddy and
$200 of the firm's money.
Always check references. Even a
cursory investigation of references
will often help to avoid experiences
such as the one just mentioned. Re-
member, references from former em-
ployers are more useful than those of
friends or relatives. The chances are
that even the worst swindler in town
could fill a page with the names of
friends and relatives willing to vouch
for him. Check carefully with each
former employer, and be on the
lookout for any unexplained gaps in
the work history.
Require a medical examination.
It may seem like an unnecessary
expense, but hiring a new man with-
out knowing if he is physically fit is
flurting with serious trouble. If you
don't think so, just ask the dealer
who hired a new man only to have
him go on workman's compensation
the following day for a back injury
that "happened on the job." Your
insurance agent can advise you on
how to set up pre -employment
physicals.
Avoid misunderstandings. During

the initial interview, make certain
that you carefully spell out all of the
terms and conditions of the job you
offer. Be specific about what you
will expect of your new employee.
Cover your wage policies in detail,
and don't forget to tell him about
your fringe benefits, or the lack of
them. Department of Labor statis-
tics indicate that a substantial per-
centage of "quits" can be traced to
new employees' misunderstandings
concerning their jobs or working
conditions.

Minimizing turnover of employees
already on the payroll is a job for
your own employee relations pro-
gram-a term that unjustifiably
frightens many businessmen. Here
again, we can take our cue from the
experts in the big companies.
Through wide experience, they have
learned that there are specific areas
of concern considered very impor-
tant by the majority of working peo-
ple. Company policies that recog-
nize and take these concerns into
consideration are the basis for a
good program of employee rela-
tions. Handled with interest and
care, they will help to develop the
kind of climate that will attract and
hold productive employees.

It is well to understand that an
adequate salary is a necessary foun-
dation for an effective program of
company benefits. While it is true
that salary alone is not enough, it is
equally true that no program of em-
ployee benefits can effectively sub-
stitute for proper wages. The two
must work together.

You should investigate regularly
to make certain that your wage rates
are competitive in your community.
Conditions change rapidly today,
and you should be sure that you al-
ways know what your competitors
are paying for similar jobs. You can
be certain that your employees will
know, and any serious discrepancies
will make it easy for other firms to
entice your best people away from
you.

Compensation plans that permit
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employees to share in the success of
the business-even in a small way-
are now considered essential by a
growing number of businessmen.
While there are differences of opin-
ion on this subject, there is no doubt
that profit-sharing and bonus plans
are more popular than ever before.
The theory, of course, is that em-
ployees who participate in the
profits are motivated to do their best
to make the business successful and
are less likely to want to change
jobs.

There are infinite variations of
such plans and, if you are interest-
ed, your accountant can probably
advise you of the possibilities. Be-
fore putting a profit-sharing or bo-
nus plan into effect, you should
make a careful explanation to your
employees in order to avoid misun-
derstandings that could negate the
value of the plan. Also, have your
lawyer look over the plan in order
to avoid legal commitments beyond
those which you intended.

Whenever a formal survey of em-
ployee attitudes is taken, the ques-
tion of security is certain to appear
very high on the list of concerns.
This is not surprising when you con-
sider the fact that the quest for a
feeling of security has long been rec-
ognized as one of the most basic of
all human drives. In earlier times,
security was purely a physical mat-
ter-protection from one's enemies
or predatory animals. Today, the
circumstances may not be as dra-
matic, but the need is every bit as
important. To be insensitive to it is
to invite employee unrest.

The chances are that your em-
ployees will view security largely in
terms of job stability for the present,
and some provisions for the retire-
ment years when they are no longer
able to work. To be effective, your
program of employee relations
should recognize both.

Every employee is entitled to
know precisely what is required of
him, and what rules he is expected
to follow. He, in turn, wants to feel

that his job is reasonably secure so
long as he holds up his end of the
bargain. Once your policies and
rules have been carefully defined, it
is essential that they be enforced
equally for all employees. Favorit-
ism, or even the appearance of it, is
certain to damage employee morale
and to foster feelings of insecurity.

There are some excellent sugges-
tions on this subject in a Small Busi-
ness Administration pamphlet en-
titled, "Points on Preparing an Em-
ployee Handbook." It is free, and
you can get it by writing to the
Small Business Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20416. Ask for
Management Aid No. 197.

As far as future security is con-
cerned, most people now recognize
that social security alone cannot
amply provide for the retirement
years. Because of this, a pension
plan of some sort is becoming an in-
creasingly important requirement
for reducing employee turnover.
One employee relations consultant
flatly states that some form of pen-
sion plan to supplement social se-
curity is an absolute requirement for
any employer who expects to attract
and keep the kind of employees who
will make a contribution to the
firm's success.

The cost of a retirement plan may
be much less than you think. Your
bank or insurance company proba-
bly has a special department quali-
fied to work out a plan suited to
your particular requirements. You
will need guidance on this because
there are a number of federal laws
affecting employee pension plans.

In spite of the progress that has
been made in other areas, many ser-
vice dealers have done little to im-
prove working conditions and sur-
roundings.. There is probably no
easier way for an employer to show
genuine concern for the well being
of his employees than through a
careful effort to provide a proper
working environment. The cost of
such an effort will often be less than
that for any other form of company

benefit, and yet most employees
place physical working conditions
very high on the list of requirements
for a good place to work.

Among working conditions often
neglected, the Small Business Ad-
ministration mentions lighting, con-
dition of washrooms, rest periods,
housekeeping and safety. There is,
of course, a long list of other possi-
bilities.

An area of particular importance
to electronic technicians is the avail-
ability of proper tools and equip-
ment. Nothing is more frustrating
and time consuming to a good tech-
nician than the lack of proper tools
to do a job-the resulting loss of
productivity representing a serious
loss to the service dealer.

An analysis of working conditions
is one area where outside help is not
necessary. You can find out what
gripes your employees have if you
will take the time to ask them. Good
employee relations demands con-
stant two-way communications. An
employer must always be prepared
and willing to listen to his people
when they have something to say.
He must then show his interest by
acting on their suggestions, or by
providing valid reasons why he can-
not.

Finally, don't forget training as
an aid to good morale. The desire to
do professional work is characteris-
tic of most electronic technicians.
Proper emphasis on training helps
a man gain the skill and self-confi-
dence necessary to do good work.
As an added bonus, an interest in
training on the part of the service
dealer also shows his concern about
quality workmanship and good pro-
ductivity.

There are still many service deal-
ers who feel that they "cannot afford
fringe benefits." That is a decision
that each dealer must make for him-
self. However, there is ample evi-
dence to suggest that employee turn-
over is costing many small dealers
far more than even the most ambi-
tious employee -relations efforts. 
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GUEST AUTHOR

Make Your Name Synonymous With Quality
by Bert Wolf

Some technicians feel that the best way to sell is to be the cheapest
place in town. Don't fall into this trap. The cheapest place in town is
usually the first one to fold.

 Someone once said, "the bitter-
ness of poor quality lingers long af-
ter the sweetness of low price has
been forgotten."

As a businessman, your reputa-
tion is your most valuable asset. Sell
the most "inexpensive" products
you can find and you'll be known as
a shoddy merchandiser. Sell top
quality goods, and your reputation
will brighten every year.

Think of the most prestigious
store in your area. Chances are, they
sell the finest, most expensive mer-
chandise they can find. And it's a
pretty good bet that they are mak-

Bert Wolf is manager of the Distribution
Sales Div., and Educational and Communi-
cation Systems Div. of the Jerrold Electronics
Corp. Having been with Jerrold for over 17
years, he is responsible for the overall
operations in sales and marketing for these
two divisions. Formerly national sales
manager, Mr. Wolf has been responsible
for the sale of home TV antennas, reception
aids and MATY systems and components
through a network of distributors, dealers
and engineering -contractors.

ing more money than the "bargain"
stores.

Quality is especially important in
outdoor antenna installations.

Despite their vehement denials,
TV is a very important factor in the
lives of your customers. They want
good reception on every set in their
homes. They don't want snow or
ghosts or color smears. They don't
want a picture that gradually gets
worse, as the antenna or the lead-in
wire deteriorates. And they blame
you for all their troubles.

Yes, it is easier to sell a cheap
antenna using a cheap mount and
cheap lead-in wire. If you're not too
particular about your workmanship,
you can get the cost of labor pretty
low. But you will inevitably become
known as a sloppy workman. What's
more, you may not make as much
money on the installation as you had
anticipated, because you'll be
plagued with callbacks.

On the other hand, if you resist
the path of least resistance and sell
up to quality, it can make a great
difference.

Quote a price for the job that in-
cludes a top quality antenna, excel-
lent mounts and hardware, coaxial
cable or a rugged twinlead, and
enough allowance for labor to en-
able you to do a really professional
job. Once you get the job, make
sure the antenna is up to stay, ward
off the possibility of leaks with roof
cement, orient the antenna right "on
the money" and dress the leads as
neatly as possible. Be especially
careful how and where you take the
lead-in into the house.

Your customer will often balk at
the price. "What! $80 for an anten-
na? I can buy one for $35."

"I could sell you a $35 antenna
installation, too," you might reply.
"But I wouldn't. Do you see how
bent out of shape your neighbors'
antennas are? Have you ever seen
the ghosts and smears on their TV
sets? The antenna I will install for
you is the best you can use in this
area. It's exceptionally good on col-
or. It's made to last for years.

"What's more, we take our time
and do a first class installation job,
using only the finest of materials.
You'll buy three $35 antenna instal-
lations before you have to replace
this one. You spend a lot of money
for your TV set. A good antenna
will protect your investment."

Customers gripe a lot about price,
but they really like to be sold up.
They want quality. However, they
want some justification for spending
the extra money.

Once the system is in, point out
its quality features. Your customer
will enjoy bragging about it to his
neighbors, and showing them what
great color -TV reception he gets.

Of course, you will lose some
sales to people who think price is
everything. However, you'll do more
volume and enjoy a better profit
percentage on the sales you do
make. And the missed sales will be
more than compensated for by re-
ferrals from satisfied customers.

You're missing a bet, too, if you
don't sell up to home MATV sys-
tems. If the home has two or three
TV sets, plus an FM receiver, they
should all be connected to your an-
tenna. Your customer may not even
know that this is possible.

When you sell him a home sys-
tem, you not only increase the size
of the sale, you also amortize the
cost of a quality antenna over sev-
eral sets.

Selling quality enhances your self
respect, your business reputation
and your bank account. 
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Heath's EU-70A Dual -Trace Trigger -Sweep Os-
cilloscope. For more details, circle 900 on the
Reader Service Card.

Heath's EU-70A Dual -Trace

Trigger -Sweep Oscilloscope

by Phillip Dahlen

Flexible enough to meet future needs

 In these times of rapid techno-
logical change, it is virtually impos-
sible to reliably determine future
test instrument needs for effective
servicing. For that reason, when se-
lecting new equipment for the shop
it is important to consider flexibility
-the ability of one instrument to
function in as many ways as possi-
ble.

One such flexible instrument is
Heath's EU-70A dual -trace, trigger -
sweep scope. This scope can be trig-
gered by Channel 1, Channel 2,
both channels simultaneously, the
power line or externally-using
either an ac signal or a slight change
in applied dc voltage. Positive or
negative slope triggering is switch
selectable and automatic triggering
at the crossover point is available
with the flip of a switch. Separate
variable controls are provided for
trigger level and stability.

Other front panel switches permit
viewing only Channel 1, only Chan-
nel 2, Channel 1 on the Y axis with
Channel 2 on the X axis, both chan-
nels during alternate sweeps, or
both channels during the same
sweep-the two channels reportedly
being sampled at an alternate rate of
100kHz.

In addition to using Channel 2 to
provide the external X-axis sweep,
another terminal is also provided for
applying external horizontal sweep
signals. Thus, both Channel 1 and
Channel 2 can be compared togeth-
er to a third external signal for
phase, amplitude or other waveform
relationships.

The instrument is said to have
horizontal sweep rates of 0.2p.s,

0.5ps, ips, 2/As, 5/Ls, lOps, 20/.4s,
50µs, 100ps, 0.2ms, 0.5ms, ims,
2ms, 5ms, 10ms, 20ms, 50ms and
100ms per centimeter gradiant, plus
a separate vernier control with cali-
brated positions for continuous
control between settings. A times
five magnifier is said to permit more
detailed trace viewing.

Separate slide switches are mount-
ed on the front panel for either
grounding or selecting ac or dc
coupling for both Channel 1 and
Channel 2. There are also separate
controls for vertically positioning
each channel trace, plus a third hor-
izontal position control. Both chan-
nels have gain controls for sensitivi-
ties of 0.05v, 0.1v, 0.2v, 0.5v, lv,
2v, 5v, 10v and 20v per centimeter
gradiant, plus a separate vernier
control for continuous control be-
tween settings.

Specifications indicate that the
amplifiers for both channels have dc
to 15MHz bandwidth and 24ns rise
time-full bandwidth being provid-
ed from 20v/cm to 50mv/cm sensi-
tivity.

Besides the front panel gradiant
illumination control, and the sweep
intensity and focus controls, other
manufacturer specifications indicate
a rear panel sweep gate output de-
livering a +5v pulse in sync with
the sweep-a TTL-compatible Z-
axis input-and front and rear tilt
bails designed for tipping the scope
up for bench work or down for shelf
installations.

The scope is also said to have an
8- by 10 -cm (3.15- by 3.93 -in.)
rectangular flat -face CRT, plus a
camera mount on the bezel. 
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EQUALS HOT GALVANIZING
NEWS...

AT 1/2 THE COST!

INSTANT
COLD

GALVANIZE
Zinc Rich

411."ST PROOFS
a '`v METAL FORE

'EARS OR 10°-
F

,tiAL TO HOT °I
"'ALVANIZING

"THE BEST METAL
PROTECTOR MADE"

 AVERAGE COVERAGE COST
LESS THAN 2c PER SQUARE
FOOT (2 mil thickness)
 READY -TO -USE
 NO WASTE
 NO CLEAN UP

 95% PURE ZINC. Not a paint
but permanent hard coat rust
protection.

 Withstands OVER 3,000
HOURS in salt spray test.

 Passes Preece Test for hot
dip galvanizing.

Available in 16 -oz. aerosol

LPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
2050 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025  (213) 478-0095

... for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Cara

Use the battery powered Solid State EICO 239 on your
bench or in the field. Check semiconductor and vacuum
tube circuits. 11 Megohm DC input impedance. Read AC
rms and DC voltages in seven steps from 1 to 1000 volts
on large 41/2" meter. Measure and read peak -to -peak AC
to 2800 volts. Check resistance from 0.29 to 1000M,, on
seven ranges. Provides a total of 28 useful ranges on 12
accurate scales. Automatic battery check. Includes exclu-
sive DC/AC ohms UniprobeTM. Factory Assembled, $59.95.

FREE 32 FT AGE EICO CATALOG
For latest catalog on COI Test Instruments, Stereo, EICOCRAFT
Projects, Environmental Lighting, Burglar/Fire Alarm Systems,
and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check Reader Service
Card.

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 EICO

continued from page 47
Whereas: It has been determined that many CATV sys-
tems are not performing properly for the consumer and
Whereas: there is a need for a more stringent set of reg-
ulations to guarantee quality installation and perform-
ance for the consumer and

All of the passengers aboard this and the other boat rented by The
Finney Co. appear bright eyed, despite having to leave for the ocean
at 3:30 a.m.

"".novoinnin.

's----

\\,"i.-;,.:,' - ....?...,v.\
Damon's salmon feast, sponsored by General Electric's Tubes Div.,
a great success with plenty for all to eat even though only one
had been caught the day before.

was
fish

Whereas: a government agency should control the fran-
chising of CATV system operators in order to enforce
the regulations
Therefore: let it he resolved that NEA goes on record
as being in favor of the control, and regulation of CATV
being under the FCC.

 A resolution of the NEA commending the mutual co-
operation committee members of NATESA and NEA and
their efforts to hold a joint convention of both associations
in 1972.

Whereas: The mutual cooperation program of NATESA
and NEA is functioning and
Whereas: the concept of a joint site for both national as-
sociations is desirable and
Whereas: both organization committees have agreed to
New Orleans as the site for the 1972 conventions and

continued on page 54
... for more details circle III on Reader Service Card
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Why miss out on extra quality - get the new, up-to-
date ROHN Catalog and check to see what quality
items you are missing!

GYou

* that the ROHN line
includes hundreds of
items?

* that it covers all tower
needs, installation re-
quirements for all
radio, TV, ham, citi-
zens band, 2 -way and
other communications
needs?

* that ROHN is a manu-
facturer with nearly a
quarter century of ex-
perience?

* that the accessory and
equipment line adds
quality when you sell
the COMPLETE line?

c_ct eVoW'
Be sure that you have all the latest
additions. Review a new, complete
catalog TODAY!

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
or use Reader Service Card:

YES, I want to check the latest ROHN
Catalog. Send me a copy at once.

Name

Company

Address

City

State

ROHN

Zip

Manufacturing Co.
Dept. ET
P.O. Box 2000
Peoria, Illinois 61601

No. 17-70
. . . for more details circle 133 on Reade- Service Card
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RMS 'STAR -TRACK'
"SPACE-AGE" VHF/UHF/FM
COLOR ANTENNAS
FOR ALL AREAS!

Simila design to Space Tracking Antennas! Combines the
"Corner Reflector Disc Director Array" for total UHF coverage,
with "Multiple Tuned, Cut -to -Channel, VHF Elements" for un-
surpassed Color and Black and White TV! Includes VHF/UHF
Splitter for economical single down -lead installation. Li-
censed under U.S. Pat. No. 3,440,658 of Richard D. Bogner
the designer of many Antennas used in the Space Program!

6 "Performance Proven" Antenna models for all areas-
write for FREE illustrated Specification Brochure.

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462 (212) 892-6700

. for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card

What was the
last thing your

answering service
fouled up for you?

Dictaphone has a machine to make sure you never lose
another cent through a missed phone call or a garbled
message. In fact, we have a whole line of them.

They're called Ansafones . You can buy one outright or
possibly lease it for about what you're paying your
answering service now. And it works for you 24 hrs. a
day, 7 days a week.

For a free brochure describing how much an Ansafone
can help you, mail this coupon now.

I Name

I Company Phone

I Address

I City State Zip Code
iam

()Dictaphone
Box E24, 120 Old Post Road, Rye, New York 10580

Please send me full details of the Ansafone line.

NEWS."
continued from page 52

Mr. M. L. Finneburgh, Sr., ENE speaking at the Hall of Fame Banquet,
Upon concluding, the audience stood in response to what he said and
in respect for what he has done for electronic technicians and dealers.

Tom Bull, CET, master of ceremony at the Saturday night banquet, gets
an enthusiastic response from the audience. Sitting to his right is the
speaker, Dr. Amo DeBernadis.

Whereas: this action would bring together the member-
ships of both organizations to solve the mutual problems
for the first time
Therefore: let it be resolved that NEA has officially set
New Orleans as the site for their 1972 convention [Au-
gust 12-15] and encourages similar action by NATESA
at their annual convention in August.

Women in TV Servicing
Form Nationwide Club

A new, nationwide club exclusively for women engaged
in professional electronic servicing has been formed. Called
LITES-Ladies in Technical Electronic Servicing-the
unique professional organization was founded by Mrs. San-
dra Schaffner who works with her husband, Len Schaffner,
a TV service Technician at his servicing firm, Country
Club Electronic Service in Simi Valley, Calif.

According to Mrs. Schaffner, the purpose of the club is
two -fold. It is designed to encourage more women to enter
the field of consumer electronics repair and also intended
to serve as a forum to exchange ideas and technical devel-
opments for women already in the TV repair field.

All the club members will be invited to convene once a
continued on page 56

Ansafone and Dictaphone are registered trademarks of Dictaphone Corp.
. . . for more details circle 110 on Reader service Card
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How to tell which is the largest compact van built in America.
(No matter how you look at it.',

Load 11 -foot
stepladder behind

driver's seat.
Load 12 -foot rolled

carpet behind engine cover.

Remove right front seat
and load 141/4 -foot canoe

or 15 -foot rolled
carpet diagonally.

It you can't close the rear doors,
you haven't loaded a Dodge Maxivan Strong Box.

And you'd better get one.

Dodge Strong Boxes give you a lot more than just more
room: Independent front suspension and longer 127 -
inch wheelbase mean better handling and ride. LI
Shorter turning circle. Even with a 127 -inch wheelbase,
you have greater maneuverability.  Wind -tunnel body
and curved windows reduce wind -sway effect.  Front
wheels can be inexpensively aligned on passenger -car
equipment. 0 Biggest V8 engine offered. 360 cubic
inches.* 0 Three -speed TorqueFlite automatic trans-
mission* with a choice of three engines available on all
models. 0 Integral power steering.* [7] Power brakes.
 Fresh Air air conditioning* and exclusive Fresh Air
heater provide even flow of clean air. Air is not recircu-
lated. 0 High-level air intake helps keep incoming air
cleaner. ri Front passenger's seat does not block side

cargo door entrance.  Both front
seats are easily adjustable. CI Con-
cealed side safety -step offers firm
footing since it doesn't collect ice or
snow. E Wider front doors and door
steps and less wheelhouse intrusion
make for easier ins and outs. Li Full -
foam padded bucket seats up front
give softer ride and more comfort. 0

... for more details circle

0
Dodge
Dodge Trucks

Two -stage door checks conveniently
CHRYSLERhold doors in two positions. 0 Biggest VI

gas tank. 26 gallons. 0 Smaller engine
cover is easy to remove for servicing. Also, easier for
driver to reach back seats. 0 Extra rust protection on
undersides, doors, and panels. E Large hood opening.
Battery, dipstick, and radiator are easy to reach. 0 En-
gine can be removed quickly and easily through the
front. C7 And the list continues at your Dodge Dealer's.
Dodge Maxivan lakes the "packed" out of compact vans!

'Optional at extra cost.

107 on Reader Service Zard
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NEWS...
continued from page 54

year on a national basis and to have several regional meet-
ings each year. In addition, a newsletter providing for an
exchange of information will be issued on a regular basis.

Mrs. Schaffner stated that while the number of women
professionally employed in consumer electronic servicing

now is relatively small, the vocational opportunity is enor-
mous. "There is not only a tremendous shortage of quali-
fied consumer electronic repair personnel today, but the
field is high compatible with its women's capabilities,"
said Mrs. Schaffner. "Not only is it a wide open career field
for interested women, but the natural feminine concern for
small intricate detail and for wanting everything working
properly in its place, makes electronic repair a natural vo-
cation for women."

ISCET Elects Officers
At First Convention

The International Society of Certified Electronics Tech-
nicians (ISCET) elected new officers at their first annual
convention, held in Portland, Oregon on July 18, 1971.

Elected chairman was Darryl Widman, CET, Darryl

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists over 1700 hard -to -find tools
used by electronic technicians, instru-
ment mechanics, engineers, and scien-
tists . Included are many types of
pliers, tweezers, wrenches, relay
tools, soldering irons, wire strippers,
watchmakers tools, drills, precision
grinders, files, optical equipment,
lighting, vacuum systems, tool cases,
and tool kits. Included also are a
solder section and four pages of useful
"Tool Tips" with valuable data on
fasteners, color coding, drill and metal
gauges, insulation facts, and tool
selection .

glECIIIONIC A SS1
MeliC134°N MICHA.4";

CAT. 4 70

JENSEN TOOLS and ALLOYE3
4117 N. 44th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85018

... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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Widman's Television City, Santa Barbara, Calif. Vice
chairman is Tom Bull, CET, Tom's TV Clinic, Portland,
Oregon. Secretary is J. A. Wilson, CET, Kent State Uni-
versity, Kent, Ohio. Re-elected treasurer was Leslie Nes-
vik, CET, service manager, Wholesale Television, India-
napolis, Ind.

Rehired as executive director for the year is Ron Crow,
CET, Iowa State University, who was the first chairman of
ISCET.

Development of a New Mini Stereo
Tape Cartridge System is Announced

The development of a new mini stereo tape cartridge
system, a quarter the size of an eight track cartridge and

A

STANDARD CASSETTE

smaller than a cassette, has been announced by Nozomu
Matsumoto, president and founder of Pioneer Electronic
Corp.

The new tape system is the combined result of research
and development by 10 companies in Japan. The new
equipment will be introduced to Japanese consumers
through the release of 180 music albums.

Precision Tuner Service
Changes Name

Precision Tuner Service has a new name-PTS Elec-
tronics, Inc. It has also purchased the entire tuner parts
line from Colman Electronic Products, Inc., plus adding
two more service departments that will now repair IF mod-
ules and car tapes.

Precision Tuner Service started as a one-man operation
a few years ago and now boasts six company owned service
centers located throughout the United States.

Kansas City Area Vocational -
Technical School Announces Courses

Low tuition courses in basic electricity, basic electronics,
solid-state electronics, radio -TV and many other skills will
be offered again this fall by the Kansas City, Kans., Area
Vocational -Technical School-a unit of the Kansas City,
Kans. School District.

These adult evening courses are scheduled one evening
per week in three hour sessions. Enrollment is limited to a
realistic class size so an early call to Mr. Terry (334-1000)
for enrollment reservations is suggested.



Finally    
An Itto end the headaches of
stocking replacements for

YOU WANTED THE VM HEAD WITH THE
RED SOCKET EH? WELL, I'VE GOT IT

WITH A YELLOW SOCKET... OR HOW ABOUT A
PHILCO HEAD WITH THE RED SOCKET . . NO,
IT WON'T QUITE FIT AND THE NEEDLE'S WRONG
TOO, WE CAN ORDER IT, YOU'LL HAVE IT IN
ABOUT 2 Oa 3 WEEKS.

1111251:1151!

MIMS
11151217

ARISTA CHANGES THIS SCENE!'

TETRAD
CARTRIDGES

NOW REPLACE TETRAD
CARTRIDGES AND NEEDLES
AS EASY AS 1-2 3

5 CARTRIDGES AND 6 DIAMOND
NEEDLES REPLACE OVER 200
ORIGINAL TETRAD MODELS

ALL SNAP -IN AND STANDARD BRACKET MODELS MADE INSTANTLY

Snap in type Standard bracket type

The fastest selling Tetrad models are either
snap -in or standard bracket types. Arista
assures you of virtually 100% replacement
from stock with minimum of expense.
You always have the right one because
you assemble it yourself from your mod-
ular replacement kit.

KEEP YOUR HEAD-REPLACE ONLY THE DEFECTIVE ELEMENT

2

There are over 30 different custom designed heads currently used by major
phono manufacturers (and more are coming fast). Few of these are requiring
replacement at a rate fast enough for you or your distributor to keep replace-
ments in stock. In addition, each of these over 30 heads can contain any color
socket (which are not interchangeable). This can mathematically add up to
endless possible combinations. Now a new breakthrough from Arista elimin-
ates replacement problems.
HERE'S HOW:
In practically every case the defective cartridge (element) can be removed
from the old head (fig. 1), and by applying a few drops of our special adhes-
ive (fig. 2), you need replace only the defective element (fig. 3), and the
needle (fig. 4).

So CARTRIDGES and ES NEEDLES
Al Black socket
A2 - Blue socket
A3 - Gray socket
A5 - Yellow socket
A6 - Red socket

TD -1D Black coupler
TD -2D - Blue coupler
TD -3D - Gray coupler
TD -4D Green coupler
TD -5D - Yellow coupler
TD -6D - Red couplet

No. 4000 -DX

DELUXE MODULAR KIT

Contains:

1 ea. A1, A2, A3, A5
2 ea. A6
1 ea. TD -1D, TD -2D,

TD -3D, TD -4D,
TD 5D, TD -60,

2 ea. SN mounts
1 ea. A, B, C mounts
1 ea. 9 replacement

heads

FREE: Deluxe storage box

... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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An Extraordinary Offer

ANY3

to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ... with Trial

(Combined List Price $43.80) Club Membership

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .. . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $43.80) for only 99( each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership ap-
plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

TUBE/TRANSISTOR
SUBSTITUTION GUIDE

A completely updated, quick -reference source
for popular tube & transistor substitutions.

Regular List Price $4.95

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital tc
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Fire & Theft Security Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95

TV, Radio & Hi-Fi Hints & Kinks
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Beginner's Guide to Computer
Programming

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
199 TY Tough -Dog Problems Solved

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Zenith Color TY Service Manual-Vol. 2

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Transistor Projects for Hobbyists

& Students
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Musical Instruments
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Designer's Handbook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Dictionary of Electronics
List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50

Computer Circuits & How They Work
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Commercial Radio Operator's License
Study Guide

List Price $7.50; Club Price $5.95
Japanese Color TV Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Solid -State Circuit Design & Operation

List Price $9.95; Club Price $7.95
How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pulse & Switching Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Circuit Consultant's Casebook

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Computer Technician's Handbook

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
Handbook of Magnetic Recording

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
125 One -Transistor Projects

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Servicing Modern Hi-Fi Stereo Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

AN EXTRAORDINARY ID fib
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Transistor Circuit Guidebook Philco Color TV Service Manual
How to Use Vectorscope-Oscillo-

scopes, Sweep -Marker Generators

TRANSISTOR
CIRCUIT

GUIDEBOOK

Regardless of your
niche in the world of
electronics, you'll find
this collection of tran-
sistor and solid-state
circuits of value. Sec-
tion titles read like an
electronic circuit
"Who's Who": tuners
and receivers - ampli-
fiers - test devices -
power - controlling
- light - controlling -
transmitter - audio -
special receiver - auto-

motive - computer - TV circuits, and many,
many others. Within each section is a wide va-
riety of circuits touching virtually every point
of interest. Each circuit is accompanied by a
description of how it works, pointing out un-
usual features and applications. Technicians
who acquire a familiarity with these circuits
will be far better equipped to cope with present
and future equipment troubles. 13 big sections,
104 circuits in all, 224 pps. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 470

COLOR TV SERVICE MAMA

An all -in -one service
guide for Philco color
sets, with 12 complete
schematic diagrams for
chassis 15M90/91 to
20QT88. Here in one
manual is complete
service data for all the
color models produced
by Philco and Philco
Ford (thru 1970), from
the all -tube to the lat-
est hybrid solid.state
chassis, including the
small -screen portable

Model T5062WA. The unique 36 -page foldout
section contains 12 complete schematic dia-
grams, representing all the chassis covered.
The profusely illustrated text delves intc each
section (video, chrome, vertical, horizontal,
etc.). and points out specific problems based on
the author's extensive experience. Included
are complete alignment and setup instructions.
detailed in step-by-step form. 160 pps., plus
36 -page schematic foldout section. Long -life
vinyl cover.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 522

VECTECOPE-OSFAIOSCOPfS

SIODMARKER MIRRORS

At last, a practical
guide that tells how to
use modern TV test in-
struments. Scope types
and specifications are
covered, including DC
dual -trace amps, and
probes. Thoroughly ex-
plains vectorscopes,
with details on vector
timing charts, demodu-
lated patterns, phase
and frequency mea-
surements ; practical
oscilloscope applica-

tions, encompassing how to make peak -to -peak
and DC measurements, time -base measure-
ments, video and sync waveform analyses ;
sine, square, and triangular wave testing; us-
ing the new push-button signal & sweep -
marker generators; vectorscope trouble -shoot-
ing and alignment techniques ; how to isolate
defecti"e ICs and transistors, using as exam-
ples more of the current modular TV circuits.
256 pps., over 225 illus.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 550

Electronic Hobbyist's IC Project
Handbook

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

Understanding Solid -State
Circuits

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST Here's your chance to
become familiar with
those fascinating corn -

PROJECTS HANDBOOK ponents-integrated cir-
cuits - and have fun
building some useful de-
vices at the same time.
In all, this new book
describes 50 different
projects, all based on
using popular IC's
which are inexpensive
and available at all
parts stores. Some of
the devices - such as

the 1 -watt phono amp and IC power supply-
can be built in an evening. More sophisticated
projects-like the electronic organ or the
RDIAA equalization preamp-offer a greater
challenge. You can build practical devices like
the tachometer with bulb alert, or the 50 -watt
amplifier, or some "just for fun" gadgets like
the simple memory tester or the miniature
adding machine. 160 pages, 50 projects, 100
illus.

List Price 56.95 Order No. 464

Electronic Design Charts

ELECTRONIC

DESIGN

NOT, MI GratIotynte

Here is a collection of
59 often -needed design
charts, reproduced in
large 81/2" x 11" for-
mat, organized to save
busy technicians and
engineers hours of com-
putation. The graphical
reproduction used elim-
inates the ambiguity
which results when key
reference scales are not
clearly identifiable. In
many instances, the de-
sign data on which the

charts are based has been presented elsewhere
in forms which are either difficult to use or do
not offer the required accuracy. This volume
takes these factors into consideration, inas-
much as the author has actually tried and test-
ed various presentations to develop those which
provide the most direct and accurate computa-
tions possible. 128 pps., 81/2"x11". Comb -bound.

List Price $5.95 Order No. 110

New Third Edition-A
brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps.,
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 8%" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Small Appliance Repair Guide

SMALL

APPLIANCE

REPAIR -4_

GUIDE 14

V

Learn to repair dozens
of small household ap-
pliances with the use
of this authoritative,
low-cost handbook. Pro-
fusely illustrated, the
text tells how to find
the cause of trouble in
minutes, and how to go
about making the re-
quired repairs. You'll
also pick up helpful
hints on disassembly
and assembly, one of
the real "tricky" as-

pects of many appliance repair jobs. General
troubleshooting procedures are explained to
familiarize you with the techniques of appli-
ance repair. Succeeding chapters deal with
thermostats, skillets, sauce pans, irons, toast-
ers, coffee makers, blankets, mixers, knives.
deep fryers, hair dryers, electric shavers, and
small motors found in countless appliances.
You'll learn how they operate, and how to make
practical tests and repairs. 11 Chapters, 224
pps. Over 150 illus. Appendix and Index.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 515

This brand-new book
truly eliminates the
mystery of solid-state
circuits and devices.
Written to serve the
interests of anyone at
the sub -engineering lev-
el (service technicians,
hobbyists, students,
etc.), the content thor-
oughly explains semi-
conductor circuit oper-
ation without delving
into electrochemical
physics and high-level

mathematics. Encompasses amplification, feed-
sinusoidal and non -sinusoidal oscillators,

gain control, logic circuits, and integrated cir-
cuits. Semiconductors covered include SCRs,
FET3, ICs, light-sensitive and voltage -sensitive
devices. The perfect text and reference on sol-
id-state devices and basic circuit operation.
Even if you have already mastered the impor-
tant aspects of solid-state electronics, this book
will update and add much to what you already
know. 192 pps., over 150 illus.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 513

FET Applications Handbook

This revised 2nd edition
contains a wealth of
data on the FET and
its various applications
in practical circuit de-
signs. material pre-
pared by some of the
most capable engineers
in the field. Early Chap-
ters delve into current -
voltage relationships,
application areas, DC
and AC amplifiers, volt-
age controlled attenu-
ators, and limiter and

chopper circuits. Additional Chapters deal
wi:h linear applications, chopper and switch-
ing circuits, integrated circuits and photo-
FETS Also FET oscillators, describing vari-
ous types and the necessary biasing arrange-
ments. Essential design data includes starting
conditions, power output, frequency stability,
and efficiency. Information of immediate value
to anyone looking for FET circuit applications,
including numerous practical circuits. 320 pps.,
250 illus., 26 Chapters. Hardbound.
List Price 514.95 Order No. 240

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

. for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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COLORFAX Color TV Chassis CTC 46 Series-Operating the CTC 46 on a CTC 40-
44-47 Test Fixture

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

RCA SALES CORP.

Color TV Chassis CTC 46 Series-Servicing with the ACM Switch Dis-
connected

The automatic color (ACM) switch associated with this
chassis is secured to the cabinet mask (rather than the tun-
er mount assembly) by two Phillips type screws. The switch
can be left in place by unplugging one Molex -type connec-
tor and disconnecting two automatic color control light
switch leads from the tuner assembly.

The chassis can be operated without the automatic color
switch connected. However, the serviceman should be
aware of the following: the AccuTint circuitry will be ON.

Color cannot be completely extinguished with the color
control unless controls R4204A (AccuMatic color level)
and/or MAC -R9 are misadjusted. The TINT control range
will be off -center (toward greenish fleshtones).

When troubleshooting color circuitry, or for a final oper-
ational check after other circuits have been serviced, the
ACM switch should be connected.

Servicing can be simplified by stocking a spare switch.
Either switch assembly (Stock No. 133653 or 134507) can
be used for troubleshooting purposes.

A special yoke adaptor and convergence jumper plug are
required to operate the CTC 46 chassis on a test jig that is
set up for the CTC 40, 44 and 47 chassis.

Pin View

4\2\4\
0 0 0

4 V6
7 8 9
o 4L

10 11 12
0

Pin View

3 ,:''.\\\
2 5.

411, 6

8 7.....,//

Jack Stock No. 126052

Jumper

Pin View

P107 Stock No. 114767

P106 Stock No. 112728

Jumper

Withoutyou,
we don't go anywhere.
You're independent, and so are we. No service trucks,

no captive business. The only market for our tubes is you -
the independent serviceman.

We're the largest independent tube supplier in the business.
But you did that for us. You've learned you can depend on us.

Because we depend on you.
Cooperation, not competition. Together, this has been
our key to success in the past. Let's keep it that way.
c.

ELECTRONIC

. . . for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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The Channel Master Perfect Color Kit!

For outstanding color reception in met -o and suburban areas,
our brand new, easy to install color kit includes the following:

1. A transistorized 17dB amp.ifier that boosts signals in weak
reception areas ... on all UHF/VHF and FM channels!

2. An interference rejection filter that electronically blocks
out noise and ghosting.

3. A top quality indoor anterna.

It's perfect for color ... and it all comes xeassembled in our new
Super Chroma-82 ... the world's only fu:y amplified UHF/VHF/
FM antenna with the unique Chrome Sensor tuning!

The most powerful color and black and wnite reception ever
seen i -doors, only $29.95 retail!

The Super Chroma 82
CHANNEL MASTER eoLusNiovNi Lot_ FE

AN
E 124 2C8
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To Troubleshoot

FAST & EASY

Intro -Price

52995Postpaid

use: Serviset
Model EC

PATENTED

FREE
INFORMATION

A precision engineered professional quality
electronic test instrument. Ideal for field or
bench servicing of all types of Communica-
tions gear.
CHECKS: sync, sweep, video, audio circuits,
high voltage supplies (DC, RF or Pulse), low
voltage supplies, coils, capacitors, resistors,
tubes, transistors, diodes, transformers,
speakers, etc. Will locate trouble to a partic-
ular stage, determine defective component
and can actually be clamped in circuit to re-
store circuit operation temporarily in 80%
of component or tube defects. Ideal for locat-
ing and confirming intermittents.

SPECIFICATIONS:

RF & AF Signal Tracer, RF & AF Signal Injec-
tor, AC & DC Voltage Indicator 0/60/550/
20,000 DC Polarity Indicator 60/550/20,000
volts, Lo ohms 0-5. Hi ohms 0-500k-20 meg-
ohms. Tests Condensers, .00025-12 mfd., Tests
Resistors 2 ohms -20 megohms, 2 Capacitance
Sub ranges .01-.1 a 4-40 mfd., 3 Resistance
Sub ranges 50-500 ohms, 5k -25k, 100k-1 meg.

From

Will allow you
to Dynamically test all
types of capacitors.

NEW CT -1
ofEct

The Model CT -I features a built-in electronic
power supply providing BOTH AC and DC
Test Voltages in a special circuit with high-
ly sensitive NEON type leakage indicator.
The CT -1 permits quick, accurate testing of
condensers for leakage or shorts with actual
DC voltage applied and readily indicates in-
termittent OPEN condensers with AC ap-
plied. Self-regulating power supply circuit
provides tapered forming current to suit par-
ticular requirements of capacitor under test.
Special circuit re-forms and polarizes elec-
trolytic and tantalytic capacitors under test.
High sensitivity permits determination of
condenser dielectric breakdown before leak-
age causes major shut -down.

Only $16.95 postpaid
Capacitance Range: .00025-1000 mfd.
Sensitivity: Over 200 M E G O H M S

30 DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS.. CO.

Cle&D
88 Evans Street
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

PLAS-T-PAIR

Repair Kit for mending
knobs, handles, cabinets, etc.

A repair kit for all soluble plastics,
can be used as either a cement or plas-
tic putty. Suggested uses include: re-
pairing radio and TV knobs, cracked

or broken plastic cabinets, screw
mounts, carrying handles on portables,
etc. The compound consists of two
parts-a powder and a liquid solvent
-which reportedly can be mixed and
then poured, or mixed and allowed
to set for a few minutes to be molded
as a putty. Plas-T-Pair is said to be
strong, fast setting and waterproof, re-
quiring no clamp or pressure. Chem-
tronics, Inc.

SOLDERING INSTRUMENT 704

Temperature adjustment
controlled by knob on handle

The Loner soldering instrument is
said to automatically maintain ther-
mal balance during each soldering cy-
cle, matching the termination load
precisely with the preset temperature
settings. The instrument will reported-
ly idle at 9w or match any soldering
thermal load up to 50w. The ON/OFF
cycle of the control system can be ob-
served by an indicator lamp located
in the handle. After approximately 25
sec, the indicator lamp is said to tell

703 you when you are at the precise pre-
set soldering temperature by periodic-
ally blinking on and off. Temperature

adjustments are controlled by a knob
on the handle. The manufacturer indi-
cates that the handle is designed to be
cool to the touch and is protected
from thermal and electrical overload
by a proprietary fuse. Weight is 4 oz.
Edsyn.

HIGH -VOLTAGE RECTIFIER 705

Eliminates potential
x-radiation source

A solid-state, high -voltage rectifier,
No. R -3A3, is designed to replace
vacuum tube types 3A3, 3AW3, 3B2,
1B3, 1G3, 1K3 and 1J3. This device
reportedly fits the same tube sockets

that were originally used by the vac-
uum tubes they replace. The rectifier
is said to eliminate one of the poten-
tial x-radiation sources of a TV re-
ceiver, and eliminates the high heat
source of the filament in the electron
tube, prolonging the life of the flyback
transformer. Electronic Devices, Inc.

CAR STEREO POWER SUPPLY
CONVERTER 706

Provides 12v dc at
1.5a continuous current

A power converter for using auto-
motive electronic equipment is de-
signed to convert 117v ac house cur-
rent to 12v dc. The standard model
No. 30-3090 is said to provide 12v dc
at 1.5amp continuous or 3amp peak.
The unit is reportedly fused and
equipped with an universal plug that
will fit all standard stereo and other
automotive electronic equipment. This

continued on page 66
. . for mare details circle 123 on Reader Service Ca d
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GE is bringing in panels

of independent experts to tell us how to make our
new products more serviceable.

\\\\\AN\vv\\\\\\,it\muaummiummumiimumulllik

1111111111111113111!!TrI"

......... ..

They tell us. And we listen. And we'll have better products for it.
This is just one of the things that GE has been doing to improve
the serviceability and parts availability of our te!evision products.

For the last several months we have been paying the
transportation on warranty parts. We've also installed direct
telephone lines to regional parts centers. And, soon, we'll have
three hundred independent parts distributors throughout the country.

We're out to make GE television products as easy and
inexpensive to service as possible. We have a little way to go yet.
But we're doing something about it.

For additional information about GE service, call collect or
write "Dutch" Meyer.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Television Business Division  Portsmouth, Virgin:a  (703) 484-3521
... for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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The Seamless Wonder
will locate thermal intermittents

in half the time.
And, cool twice as many components per can.
The reason, the temperature of the spray at minus 50°F is

at least 20 to 30 degrees colder than other circuit coolers. The
colder the spray, the less you use and the faster it cools. Quick.
Efficient. Definite in response.

Super frigid temperatures require pure Freon* ingredients
and more pressure than a can with a seam will hold.

Run the "QT" (Quickie Test) check. Spray your circuit
cooler on a surface. It should frost immediately and leave no
liquid residue. Now sniff it. Pure Freon has no odor. Look for
the stronger seamless can.

Or, to be sure buy SUPER FROST AID.
The seamless wonder. Passes the "QT" check
odorless and seamless.

Available at all leading parts distributors.

CHEMTRONICS INC.
1260 Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11236

*Trade name of E. I. Dupont Ask for free copy of,"The Cool Way to find Thermal lntermittents."
. . . for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 64

unit is said to not only convert auto
stereo equipment for home use, but will
make it possible to demonstrate and
test such equipment in sales and

service establishments. Specifications
indicate that the unit is fully transis-
torized, having voltage -regulating cir-
cuitry completely hum free. Price
$26.95. GC Electronics.

OSCILLOSCOPE 707

Designed for both vertical
and horizontal calibration

A portable, 3 -in. triggered oscillo-
scope/vectorscope, Model LBO -301,
with solid-state circuitry, features both
vertical and horizontal calibration.

Specifications indicate magnification
of 5 times with a maximum speed of
0.2/2s/cm. Sweep time is reportedly
1/As to 50ms/ div in 15 ranges with
preset TV -H and TV -V positions.
Bandwidth is said to be dc to 7MHz
with 7Ons rise time. The unit is said
to also feature 0.5v p -p square wave
calibrated voltage and offer a vertical
sensitivity of 10mv p -p to 5v p -p in 9
ranges. The unit weighs 14 lb and
measures 43% in. H by 8 in. W by 12
in. D. Price $334.50. Leader.

SCREWDRIVER 708

Includes four
interchangeable bits

A multi -use screwdriver is designed
with four interchangeable bits. The
tool reportedly includes 3/16 -in. and

continued on page 68



GREATEST TV Schematic Bargain EVER Offered

NOW -Complete TV Schematics for less than SG each
COLOR TV BLACK & WHITE
Covers ALL Coverage for
Color Sets 23 U.S. Brands
1960 - 1968 1965 - 1968

TV TECH / MATICS -
8 Giant Volumes

Cover 99% of Color TV -4 Years B&W!

Here are FABULOUS savings on
nationally -known TV schematic and
service data. Here is everything
you need to fill your vital service
data needs for TV model years 1965
through 1968 . . . plus COLOR TV
coverage from 1960 through 1968!
What it amounts to is a low, low
cost of less than $9.00 per year for
your TV service data . . . with an
extra 5 years of Color TV coverage
thrown in for good measure!
Compare that with the over $100 a
year you may now be paying for
comparable information.

SERVICE DATA FOR MORE
THAN 20 BRANDS
TV TECH/ MATICS is the ideal Ser-
vice Data package for today's mod-
ern technician. It includes com-
plete schematic diagrams and vital
servicing data for every TV receiv-
er produced by more than 20 lead-
ing American Manufacturers for
1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968. All dia-
grams and servicing details are
completely authentic, based on in-
formation provided by the original
equipment manufacturers. Each
year's coverage is permanently
bound into two convenient -to -use
volumes which open flat to 11" x
291/2", ready to provide you with in-
stant service data at your work-
bench. Some of the diagrams are
as large as 58" x 22".

EASY TO USE
TV TECH/MATICS is easy to use.
Brand names are arranged alpha-
betically by model year. No more
hunting through several file draw-
ers to find the schematic you need!
And at the special low price, think
of the savings you will enjoy on
your schematic needs . . . think of
the time you'll save by having the
schematics you need right at your
fingertips in handy, permanently -
bound form!
TV TECH/MATICS is the ideal way
to cut down your schematic expen-
ses, and to enjoy the convenience
of having all your data needs right
at your fingertips.

8 BIG Volumes

Regular Price $79.60
... NOW YOURS

for only $34.95
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
You receive 8 BIG volumes in all,
two for each year from 1965
through 1968. Included is a clearly
detailed and annotated TV sche-
matic diagram for each specific
model. You also get complete re-
placement parts lists, alignment in-
structions, tube and component lo-
cation diagrams, plus key wave-
forms and voltage readings . . . all
the information you need to service
over 90% of the TV receivers you'll
encounter!

STREAMLINED AND CONVENIENT
All the information for a given mod-
el is contained on two facing
sheets. The special bound -leaf for-
mat allows pages to lie flat when
open. Each volume is organized al-
phabetically by manufacturer, then
numerically by model number. In
addition, a handy Chassis/Model
Finder is bound into each volume.
Regular list price for each year's
coverage -2 BIG volumes - is
$19.90. All 8 volumes normally sell
for $79.60. Your price is ONLY
$34.95... a savings of nearly $45.00!

r
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MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
You MUST be satisfied that TV
TECH/MATICS is the greatest bar-
gain in TV Schematics ever offered.
Order at our risk for FREE 10 -day
examination. Prove to yourself they
are worth many times the price.
You can return them in 10 days for
full refund or cancellation of in-
voice. No need to send money. But,
the supply is limited, so fill-in and
mail the NO -RISK coupon today to
obtain these time -saving, money-
making manuals.

-CONTENTS
CONTENTS 1965 MODELS

Covers all 1965 models for: Admiral, Airline,
Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes, Dumont, Elec-
krohome, Emerson, Firestone, General Electric,
Magnavox, Motorola, Muntz, Olympic, Packard -
dell, Philco, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone,
Setchell-Carlson, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith . . . plus all color sets 1960-
1965, at no extra cost!
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE .... $19.90

CONTENTS 1966 MODELS
Covers all 1966 color and B & W models of: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-Carl-
son, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westinghouse,
and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1967 MODELS
Covers all 1967 color and B & W models of: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell,
Philco-Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setch-
ell-Carlson, Truetone, Westinghouse, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1968 MODELS
Covers all 1968 color and B & W models for: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis -Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co -Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-
Carlson, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

-- -

LARGE PAGES contain complete circuit schematics, replacement parts lists, alignment instructions
critical part locations, important waveforms and voltage readings.

0:1

NO RISK COUPON- IL ODAY
TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
I] I enclose $34.95 for which please send me your complete 8 -Volume

postage prepaid.
Please invoice me for $34.95 plus postage. Same return privileges.

Name

Company

Address

Tech/Matics Schematic offer

City State Zip
(Paid orders shipped prepaid. Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA 10% extra.)

ET -91 ,

1
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NEW PRODUCTS ...
continued from page 66

1/4 -in. flat bits and No. 2 and 3 Phil-
lips bits. To change from one to the
other, the bit is pulled out of the han-

dle and reversed. Bits are reportedly
made of alloy tool steel and heat treat-
ed for maximum strength. Each bit is
said to have a spring loaded ball that
acts as a detent to lock the bit in
place. Length, 7'/z in.; weight 6 oz.
Holub.

ANTENNA 709

Designed for campers, trailers,
mobile homes and boats

Travel-Tron, Model AC -700R, is
designed for installation on campers,

PUT IT
TO THE

TEST
Leave it to B&K to come up with a new model 179 FET/VOM with fea-
tures that almost make it unbelievable at its price. Complete DC voltage
ranges from .3V to 1000V; DC current ranges .03 to 300 mA; AC voltage
ranges .3 to 1000V and AC current ranges .03 to 300 mA. Resistance 0
to 500 Meg and stable operation 0° to 40°C. Fastest and easiest to use.

The 179 uses Field Effect Transistors for drift -free accuracy. High in-
put impedance minimizes circuit loading. And the 179's super -wide
variety o' ranges makes this an ideal FET/VOM for shop, lab, produc-
tion line, or school. Includes mirror scale, and stay -put handle.

Now is the time to update your shop with a stable, protected FET/
VOM. And the economical, yet professional B&K 179 is the instrument

that will give the
most usefulness and
satisfaction for your
money.MIK

Ask your
distributor or
write us for
catalog.

There is a

difference in
lest equipment ...
curs works!

.444,440
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B&K Model 179 FET/VOM $74.95
The new standard of stability

. . . for more details circle

41103

102 on Reader Service Card

A Product of
OTNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine

Illinois 60613

trailers, mobile homes and boats; and
is said to operate similar to an um-
brella. By simply pushing it up, you
may get color- and B/W -TV reception

on all UHF and VHF channels as well
as FM. The antenna can be snapped
down, and is reportedly weatherproof.
The unit rotates to pick up stations in
all directions. Antenna Corporation of
America.

CONTACT CLEANER 710

Protects against rust
and corrosion

This contact cleaner,
said to be non-toxic,
non-flammable, non-
explosive, non-con-
ductive and without
residue, is reportedly
a fluorocarbon solvent
cleaner. The manu-
facturer indicates that
the cleaner's non-flam-
mable, dielectric prop-
erties allow safe clean-
ing of electronic
equipment while in
operation and without
disassembly. The anti-
static cleaner is said
to be compatible with

electrical insulation, elastomers and
metals to protect surfaces against rust
and corrosion. Available in 16 oz.
aerosol cans. LPS Research Labs., Inc.

VIDICON CAMERA 711

Provides usable pictures with
as little as two footcandles

A solid-state vidicon camera, Model
CTC4000, is designed for security, sur-
veillance and general CCTV applica-
tions. The camera is said to be com-
pletely automatic-just plug-in and
adjust focus. A low -noise FET video
input reportedly provides a signal-to-
noise ratio of 38dB and useable pic-
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tures with as little as two footcandles.
However, it can reportedly handle
up to 60,000 lux. The unit measures 8

L by 3% in. W by 43/s in. H and
weighs 41/2 lb. Price $199. GBC TV
Corp.

COAXIAL CABLE STRIPPER 712

Can be used for circumference
cutting and splitting

A thermal stripper, Model TW-6, is
designed to be used for splitting as well
as for circumference cutting all types
of cables up to 5/8 in. diameter. A spe-
cial fixture at the end of the stripper
has two slots into which the cable is
positioned. Specifications indicate

that one of these slots is provided for
circumference cutting, while the other
is provided for the splitting action.
Jensen Tools and Alloys.

TUBE TESTER
Features 30 sockets for
testing all tubes

A tube tester, Model 747 Dyna-Jet,
is said to feature a mutual -conduc-
tance section with 21 pre -wired
sockets to test the tubes currently
in use with only two settings-
heater and sensitivity. Tube types are
listed on the panel, alongside the
sockets. There is reportedly also a mu-
tual conductance "Programmed Sec-
tion" with nine sockets for testing
other tubes. The controls for each pin
are fast lever type switches. To clear

713

the programmed section for addition-
al tests, a single lever is provided
which is said to rest all programming
switches simultaneously. Specifications
indicate that diodes, rectifiers and
high -voltage rectifiers are tested for
correct emission with proper test loads
and voltages. Storage space is provid-
ed in the cover for the cord and in-
struction manual. The tester measures
5 5/16 in. H by 201/2 in. W by 111/2
in. D and weighs 12 lb. Price $249.95.
B & K.

PULL OUT
that

troublesome
3A3 tube

PLUG IN

10
the new
all solid state
SOLID-TUBETM

EDI has played a prominent role in the
development of high voltage rectifier
modules (multipliers) now used by one
of the largest TV manufacturers in its
all solid state color TV receivers. Noir
EDI has used this same technology to
develop the new, solid state SOLID -
TUBE as a field replacement fcr ths
troublesome 3A3vacuum tuberectifier.

SOLID-TUBE Replaces Vacuum Tubs

Type Number Type Numbe-

R-3A3 3A3.3AW3, 382,183, IG3, IK3,1J3

R-3AT2 3AT2

ed

 The new, solid state SOLID -TUBE
insures high reliability and a
longer life

 The new, solid state SOLID -TUBE
cuts down on troublesome call backs
and dissatisfied customers

 The new, solid state SOLID -TUBE
eliminates a potential source of
x-radiation

Order your solid state SOLID -TUBES
from your nearest distributor or call us
collect.

IELECTRONIC DEVICES, INC.
21 GRAY OAKS AVE.  YONKERS. N.Y. 10710
TELEPHONE 91465.4400  TELETYPE 710.560.0021

. . . for more details circ e 113 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE...

r

IF YOU ARE A TV
REPAIR MAN YOU NEED

TV TECH AID
TV TECH AID is the best trouble shooting
guide available today. It takes all the
guesswork out of TV repair and is de-
signed to help you solve your problems
quickly and economically.
Each month you receive updated informa-
tion on up to 40 different trouble -shooting
cases. This important information is sup-
plied to us by technicians, field reps and
all the leading TV manufacturers. You will
find every symptom pictured with a clearly
marked schematic of the particular faulty
stage. The faulty components and correc-
tions will also be listed to aid in repair.
You go right to the source of the trouble
without guesswork. In addition you get
valuable information on current models as
well as older models along with circuit
changes and modifications as they occur.

TV TECH AID
P.O. BOX 603
KINGS PARK, N.Y. 11754

ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER FOR $

PLEASE SEND:

 1971-12 ISSUES-$7.95
El 1970-BOOK FORM-$5.95

o 1969-12 ISSUES-$4.95

TO:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP
L J

. for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card

NEW!
SUPER
- LUBE

A miracle concentrated for-
mulation for heavy duty jobs.
Its clinging action foams
away corrosion, dirt and oxi-
dation - and polishes all
tuners continuously without
drift or detuning. SUPER-
LUBE's built-in lubricating
quality makes channel se-
lecting smooth and easy. For
color and black 8 white TV.

Introductory Buy 4 cans of Super-Lube
- and get 2 extra cans free

Offer ! from your jobbers!

N°OISE"

Money Back Guarantee!
MI I=

SUPER SPRAY BATH

Dissolves and flushes away
grease, dirt, oil and oxidation.
Simply spray tuners, its pene-
trative action cleans and re-
stores tuners inside and out.

Manufacturers of these
Famous Products'

 NO -NOISE
 EC -44  TUNER -TONIC 24 oz.

All No -Noise Products are non-toxic-non-
flammable - no carbon tet - safe for all
plastics.

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.
813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey Coty, N. J 07304

.. for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

NOW... ONE PERMA-POWER BRITENER SOLVES
BOTH KINDS OF COLOR TV PICTURE PROBLEMS...

NEW BRITe HAS BOTH...

ISOLATION AND BOOST!
This efficient new - When needed later,
Britener corrects for MUMMA ;._ BOOST sliding the boost switch
cathode -to -filament - , raises electron emission,
shorts causing loss of restores full contrast and
black and white video sharpness to fading
drive . . . isolates the picture.
short, restores the black
and white information
necessary for color pic-
ture quality.

.

.;,',:,":
'..4.,.' \

...,3/4... .1,"..,, or1. c'-'51-

eRma oweR
Model C-503
for round tubes

Model C-513
for rectangular tubesPERMA POWER DIVISION OF

CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION Dealer Net $7.75

5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646 (312) 539-7171

. for more details circle 144 on Reader Service Card

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

PRINTED -CIRCUIT KIT 714

Employs use of
photo -sensitive boards

A photo -etched printed -circuit kit,
No. 650, is designed to produce pro-
fessional printed circuits. It is said to
be a completely packaged kit using a
photosensitive method for producing

printed circuits. A darkroom is report-
edly not required and the kit has ma-
terials included to let you make nega-
tives from magazine circuits. Specifi-
cations indicate that the kit contains
two photosensitized 3 -in. by 4 -in. cop-
per clad boards, a photographic test
negative and an ultraviolet light source.
It reportedly also contains an exposure
glass, clamps, developer, etchant, trays,
resist remover, drill and complete in-
structions. Price $10.80. Injectorall.

ALARM SYSTEM
Can be moved from
room to room

715

The Model ACA -150 alarm system
reportedly provides protection utilizing
an ultrasonic sensor and built-in alarm.
Appearing as a bookcase speaker, the

unit can be moved from room to
room. No installation is necessary-
merely connect the unit to any con-
venient 115v ac wall outlet. Any in-
truder entering the protected area is
said to trigger the ultrasonic sensor,
causing an immediate alarm-such as
a lamp, bell or siren. Some 15 to 20
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sec later, a second alarm reportedly
sounds. Specifications indicate maxi-
mum range of the unit at approxi-
mately 23 ft and 6 ft minimum range.
An ON -OFF switch and a range sensi-
tivity adjustment control are on the
back of the cabinet. Dimensions of the
cabinet are 113/8 in. W by 61/4 in. D
by 75/8 in. H. Bourns Security Sys-
tems, Inc.

AMPLIFIER ADAPTER 716

Adds fourth dimension
to stereo system

The QA -3 "Quatrasonic" adaptor
can reportedly be connected to almost
any stereo amplifier and receiver sys-
tem. The adaptor is reportedly not an

amplifier but a device designed to ex-
tract the four -channel information in-
herent in all stereo programs. It is
said to require no ac power but can
simply be connected to the amplifier
speaker outputs. Specifications indi-
cate that the unit can be used with any
standard stereo amplifier or receiver
with 4, 8 or 1611 speaker output ter-
minals. The four -position switch is
said to permit the selection of four -
channel operation, front speakers
only, rear speakers only, plus provid-
ing a facility to balance the gain of the
stereo channels. Price $29.95 or
$17.95 in kit form. EICO.

ERRATA

We wish to apologize for a typo-
graphical error that occurred last
month in our New & Noteworthy
column. There it was erroneously in-
dicated that Sencore's Caddy Bar Jr.
contained a preheater powered by two
mercury cells. It should have instead
indicated that also featured is a new
built-in preheater for fast warm-up in
cold weather. Simply plug a heater
cord into the receptacle provided to
remove moisture and preheat the cir-
cuitry. Specifications indicate that the
low battery drain of "Perma-Lock"
circuits, plus Automatic Shut -Off, pro-
vides near shelf life from two mercury
cells.

FROM

PHILCO-FORD
stock
and use
genuine Philco® ONE CALL
replacement
parts SERVICE

FOR

ORDER NOW-DIRECTLY FROM YOUR NEAREST
PHILCO-FORD PARTS DISTRIBUTION CENTER

Philco-Ford Parts Depot
P.O. Box 201
King of Prussia, Pa. 19436
(near Philadelphia)

Philco-Ford Parts Depot
P.O. Box 199
Argo, III. 60501
(near Chicago)

Philco-Ford Parts Depot
P.O. Box 5085
Atlanta, Ga. 30302

Philco-Ford Parts Depot
P.O. Box 5907
Arlington, Tex. 76011
(near Dallas)

PhiIco-Ford Parts Depot
P.O. Box 2668
Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670
(near Los Angeles)

L 41

PH I LCO CC
QUALITY PARTS FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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BOOK REVIEWS

own
pliers=
pliers 71
ALL THE TYPES YOU NEED IN
A FULL RANGE OF SIZES.

From 4" miniature electronics
to 10" utility. Precision made
in USA. Forged alloy steel
construction. Cleanly milled,
perfectly aligned jaws. Hand -
honed, mated cutting edges.
Most with Cushion Grip
handles.

NOW
INCLUDING

5" Bent Thin Chain Nose. For handling fine wires
in close quarters. No. 79CG
51/2" Thin Needle Nose. For firm gripping and
looping of wires. No. 57CG
4" Full Flush Cutting Diagonals. Snap cuts to
the extreme tip. No. 84CG
5" Midget Slip Joint. Narrow jaws for close
quarter work. 3 openings to 1/2". No. 50CG

REQUEST CATALOG

nationwide availability through local distributors

XCELITE, INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park. N. Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

. . for more details circle 143 on Reader Service Card
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TV TECH AID published by Edward
G. Gorman, paperbound $7.95 per
year.

Those readers that benefit from the
service tips in the Colorfax and Tech-
nical Digest portions of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER, will also find
useful the many service tips incorpo-
rated in TV TECH AID. There, a
monthly listing (according to manu-
facturer and chassis) indicates the
symptom that you may encounter in
that particular TV set, the possible
cause and the cure. Where appropri-
ate, a partial schematic is also includ-
ed with an arrow pointing to the com-
ponent in question.

FIRE & THEFT SECURITY SYS-
TEMS by Byron Wels, published by
Tab Books, hardbound $7 .95 , paper-
bound $4.95.

Unfortunately we are living in a
time when in certain parts of our na-
tion personal and property safety are
so badly on the decline that they is
becoming an increased demand for se-
curity systems. This has been reflected
in recent readership response to new
product and literature listings in past
issues of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER.

For those readers that are seriously
investigating the effective use of vari-
ous security systems, both for their
shop and this new market, the author
has done an excellent job of describ-
ing what types of equipment are most
effective for what application. Prob-
ably the most amusing of these sys-
tems consists of the following: " . . .

clip the following out of this hook and
carry it in your billfold. The next time
you're assaulted, pull out the clipping
and read it: 'I am a black -belt karate
expert. My hands are registered as le-
thal weapons with the police depart-
ment of this city. I am required by
law to inform you that in any encoun-
ter with me, you may he seriously in-
jured or perhaps killed.' Now you
calmly replace the billfold in your
pocket, assume a karate -like attack
stance, and proceed to get 'mobi-
lized.' -

In a more serious vein, the author
covers smoke detectors, fire detectors,
water detectors, deterrents, electro-
static field detectors, foil stripping for
doors and windows, vibration detec-
tors, sound sensors, infrared intrusion
detectors, surveillance systems, micro-
wave movement detectors, pocket -
portable remote radio alarm controls,

MAUL
DESOLDER

SOLDER
DESOLDER

It's That Easy
. . . with PACE's Sodr-x-
tractor®: the system that re-
moves any soldered -in parts
without damage. The Sodr-
x-tractor applies three dis-
tinct modes of operation -
pressure, vacuum, or hot air
jet - through a tip with
controlled heating capaci-
ties to 1000°F. Yes, you can

perform Sodr-x-traction and
part replacement cleanly
and efficiently with one inte-
grated system. Solder, de -
solder, solder, desolder . . .

but don't get carried away.

INCORPORATED
9329 Fraser Street

Silver Spring, Md. 20910
301/587-1696

SOLDER
DESOLDER

SOLDER
7fliF5Olon,,Frvice Card



telephone dialer alarms, plus even a
few other systems.

In addition to telling how to select
and install the appropriate alarm sys-
tem., the author offers helpful sugges-
tions for convincing the customer that
he must appropriately invest in such
equipment.

We feel that this book is a must for
any electronic technician that is seri-
ously considering expanding his busi-
ness to include such services.

BASIC TELEVISION: THEORY
AND SERVICING, A TEXT -LAB
MANUAL, Second Edition by Paul
B. Zbar and Peter W. Orne, published
by McGraw-Hill, paperbound $8.95.

The foreword to this book indicates
that it "reflects the continued associa-
tion of the Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation and Voorhees Technical Insti-
tute in the preparation of curricula
and laboratory manuals for the train-
ing of electronics technicians."

This is probably the most compre-
hensive, well written and clearly illus-
trated hook that we have seen on the
subject of TV receiver theory and
maintenance. Any attempt to be more
specific in our description of this book
would be a disservice to its authors.

We feel that this book is a must for
all electronic technicians, and includes
excellent coverage of both tube and
solid-state circuitry.

SERVICING AUTOMOBILE
STEREO by Forest H. Belt & Associ-
ates, published by Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc., 192 pages, 51/2 x 81/2.
$3.95 softcover.

The author of this book is a well
known authority in the service indus-
try and has written this book with the
idea that it should allow an easy, sys-
tematic and practical approach to
troubleshooting. He follows a 1-2-3-4
servicing procedure intended to facili-
tate a more complete service job be-
cause it helps the technician catch
small defects in circuit operation that
he might otherwise overlook until the
customer calls him back.

The book has 11 chapters. The first
two explain the fundamentals of the
author's 1-2-3-4 approach. Chapters
3, 4, 5 & 6 describe various automo-
bile units such as stereo receivers, FM
multiplex and cartridge tape units.
The next five chapters deal with ap-
plying the 1-2-3-4 servicing methods
to actual troubleshooting problems.
The book follows diagnostic, practical
troubleshooting organization and will
he of special interest to those tech-
nicians who want to learn more about
servicing automobile entertainment
units.

Put the Heathkite10-101 & IG-57A
on your service bench...

and the $600 savings in your pocket.
$259.95* ... that's all the Heathkit 10-101 & IG-57A cost together ... compared
to well over $800 for the competitive equipment you'd need to do the same
job (vectorscope, color generator and sweep/marker). Compare features, capa-
bility & price ... Heath always comes out ahead ... and so do you.

Heathkit 10-101 Vectorscope/Color Generator ... only $124.95*
Gives you the means to accurately, quickly perform all these adjustments: raster,
static & dynamic convergence, purity, gray scale, 3.58 oscillator, reactance coil, phase
detector transformer, demodulator angle check and chrorr,a bandpass touchup.
Vector pattern shows you at a glarce missing or weak colors, misadjustment of burst
phase transformer, reactance & csciliator coils, bandpass transformer. Pattern lets
you diagnose any color problem quickly, easily, without guesswork or a bench full
of extra instruments. IC circuitry produces 12 patterns plus clear raster, in either
9x9 or exclusive Heath 3x3 display. Rear panel switch keeps vector pattern in same
position regardless of whether CRT is grid or cathode driven. Variable front panel
tuning, channels 2 thru 6. Front panel sync output. Switchable 4.5 MHz crystal
oscillator. Gun shorting switches & grid jacks built-in. 12 lbs.

Heathkit IG-57A sweep/marker generator ... only $135.00*
Provides 15 crystal -controlled markers for color bandpass, TV sound, IF, picture &
sound carriers for channels 4 & 10, FM IF ... new Video Sweep Modulation allows
injection of chroma-sweep directly into IF amplifiers or through antenna terminals

. two built-in variable bias supplies ... 400 Hz modulated or CW output of any in-
dividual marker . . . exclusive Heathkit external attenuator provides up to 70 dB
attenuation, eliminates guessing 6 dB points ... stable, linear sweep signals for the
five most used frequency ranges . .. complete scope matching controls ... quick
disconnect BNC connectors . . . complete with all necessary probes, test leads &
terminated cables. Famous Heath manual includes a comprehensive treatment of
TV alignment. 14 lbs.
Assembled IGW-57A, 11 lbs.

FREE '71
CATALOG

Describes throe and
over 300 other Heath
kits. Save up io 50 1,
by building them your
self. Use coupon and
send for yoar FREE
copy!

$199.00*

IMLL:31 ac bc yr. --
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Enclosed is

Please send model Is)
CPleease send FREE Meathkit Catalog.
Name_

Address

City State Zip
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

a Schlumberger CCmpany

. plus shippong.

7E-235
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CATALOG
ON REQUEST

130

12
wow

so Oyes

CLOCK MOVEMENTS
DIGITS RESETTABLE INDIVIDUALLY

Avooloble SO, 60 cy all voltages. AC. UL
approved motor, cord. One Yeor Goarontee.

#100-2414

24 Hour

CLOCK

Made in U.S.A.
Complete Line: Delay, Interval

and Cycle Timers, Digital Computers

PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO.
TYMETER ELECTRONICS

7249 FRANKSTOWN AVS . PITTSBURGH. PA 15201

... for more details circle 178 on Reader Service Card

Removes miniature soldered compo-
nents in seconds-without damage
Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums all solder
for easy removal of component. Leaves terminals
and mounting holes clean. Then, with 360° contact,
it resolders faster, better than regular irons. Hand-
les miniature and standard components in PC

boards and conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All
parts replaceable. 40 watts, 120-v. Standard tip
supplied, 5 other tip sizes available. Pays for itself.
$11.95 net East of the Rockies.

Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
5127 E. 65th St. Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

NEW
NEW
NEW

8 PACK
VALUE

8 Packs of chemicals with box of 5 precision tools

Valve for easy insertion of extension tube

Ultra Wissh formula for Color TV. 6 oz. aerosol
 MODEL SC6A-8

ULTRA WI SSH
with precision
screwdrivers.

ONLY WOR KHAN
FROM SARASOTA, FLORIDA

TOOL

WITH

t *.EVERY

MODEL HL6-8 MODEL HG6A-8
LUBRITE with MIRACLE BATHprecision nut with precision tidriver. wrenches.

88$ 8
D I r. Ne\PRODUCTS, INC

... for more details circle 142 on Reader Service Card

[CORNELL) ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

IRO TUSIS 0a MORI33c put iusa

4213N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain Tools

East or West Coast! * Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

SEND FOR FREE
NEW 48 PAGE

COLOR CATALOG
* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL
OFFER

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER $10.01:1

25c
PER TUBE

FROM THIS LIST

6AG5 6CB6
6AU6 6.16
6AX4 65N7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours

TEKLAB
continued from page 39

video information is delayed so that
when the inverted noise pulse is
added to the delayed signal, it ar-
rives before and finishes after the
original noise pulse in the signal.
This causes complete cancellation
of the noise in the video.

Next month we will cover the col-
or processing circuits which employ
three integrated -circuit packages
plugged into sockets for easier ser-
vicing. 

CAT GAME...
continued from page 45

circuit of sync separator tran-
sistor TR9 to ensure noise -free
sync.

19. (d)-Located in the vertical
system's feedback loop, capaci-
tor C76 and the adjacent 5.6K
resistor form a low-pass filter,
which is necessary to prevent
horizontal pulses from being
coupled back to the base of
transistor TR15, where they
would upset the precise timing
of the oscillator-producing
poor interlace. These horizontal
pulses are the result of "cross-
talk" between the horizontal
and vertical deflection coils in
the yoke.

20. (a)-Capacitor C79 couples
negative -going sync pulses from
the collector of transistor TR9
to the base of transistor TR16
(the driver, being an emitter
follower, does not invert signal
phase), thus, negative -going
sync pulses are fed to the input
of transistor TR17. The latter
inverts the pulses so that posi-
tive sync pulses are fed back to
the P -type base of the NPN
normally OFF transistor
(TR15), triggering the oscilla-
tor ox. With C79 open, the ver-
tical deflection system is free
running.

How do you rate? Score five
points for each correct answer -90
to 100 is excellent, 75 to 90 is good,
60 to 75 is fair, while less than 60
suggests that you get the books out
and brush up a little on transistor
theory and TV troubleshooting. 

. for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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REPLACEMENT
PARTS &

ACCESSORIES
WELTRON'S
GOT'EM!
DOYOU?

lugs & jacks * stereo switches *
universal replacement antennas &
oases * volt meters * cables * mi-
crophones * power supplies * auto
stereo accessories * high precision

motors * synchronous motors *
shaded 4 -pole motors *

COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE.

CALL YOUR DISTRIBUTOR NOW!

eltron°
COMPANY, INC

514 EAST PEABODY STREET DURHAM. N C 27702
919 682 0333

.. for more details circle 141 on Reader Service Card

Technicians, Earn Your Associate

DEGREE
mostly by correspondence

Accredited by the Accdt COMM of Nationol Flom(
Study Council (1 I 'till Approved Free c.itAlog.
Write Dept. T

Grantham School of Engineering
1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Cold. 90027

... for more details circle 118 on Reade, Service Card

TEST
EQUIPMENT

at
Discount
Prices

Equipment by Other
Manufacturers also Available

Catalog & Prices
on Request

FORDHAM Radio Supply Co., Inc.
265 E. 149 Street, Bronx, N.Y. 10451

Tel: (212) 585-0330 RCA
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

READERS
SERVICE
INDEX

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
101 Arista Enterprises 57

102 B & K Division Dynascan Corporation 68

103 Book Club-Tab Books 58-61

104 Book Club-Schematics . .67

105 Channel Master
Division of Avnet, Inc. .63

106 Chemtronics, Inc. 66

107 Chrysler Corporation Dodge Division 55

108 Columbia Electronic Cables
Division of Avnet, Inc. 24

109 Cornell Electronics Co. 74
110 Dictaphone 54
111 EICO Electronic Instruments Co., Inc. 52
112 Electronic Chemical Corp. 70
113 Electronic Devices, Inc. 69
114 Enterprise Development Corporation 74
115 Finney Company 31
116 Fordham Radio Supply Co., Inc. 75

General Electric Picture Tubes .2nd Cover
117 General Electric Company

Television Business Division 65
118 Grantham School of Engineering 75

GTE Sylvania Electronics Components
Consumer Renewal 23

119 Heath Company, The 73
120 Jensen Tools & Alloys 56
121 Kay -Townes Antenna Company 75
122 Leader Instruments Corp. 3rd cover
123 Lee Electronic Labs. Co., Inc. 64
124 LPS Research Labs 52
125 Mallory Distributor Products Co. 20
126 Nortronics, Inc. 33
127 Pace, Incorporated 72
128 Pennwood Numechron Company 74
129 Philco-Ford 71
130 Raytheon Company 62

RCA Entertainment Tubes 29
RCA Picture Tubes 4th cover

131 RCA Test Equipment 25
132 RMS Electronics, Inc. 54
133 Rohn Manufacturing Co. 53
134 Simpson Electric Co. 34
135 Sprague Products Company 27
136 Tech Spray 26
138 Triplett Corporation 32
139 Tuner Service Corporation 19
140 TV Tech Aid 70
141 Weltron Co., Inc. 75
142 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 74
143 Xcelite, Inc. 72
144 Perma-Power Division Mfg. Corp. . 70

NEW PRODUCTS
700 Dual -Trace Oscilloscope . 30
701 Two -Channel Receiver 30
702 Frequency Counter 30
703 Plas-T-Pair 64
704 Soldering Instrument ..64
705 High Voltage Rectifier ...64
706 Car Stereo Power Supply Converter ..64
707 Oscilloscope . 66
708 Screwdriver .66
709 Antenna .68
710 Contact Cleaner ..68
711 Vidicon Camera 68
712 Coaxial Cable Stripper 69
713 Tube Tester .69
714 Printed Circuit Kit .70
715 Alarm System 70
116 Amplifier Adapter 71

TEST INSTRUMENT
900 Heath's EU-70A Scope 51

From Antennas
to Wall Outlets
KAY-TOWNES
Makes Everything!
One supplier, one distributor can
give you a complete line of high
quality systems and components
for better TV pictures and
brighter sales pictures!

You can sell
a complete line of
 All -Channel TV and FM

Antennas
 Area Special Antennas for

your location
 Hi -Carbon Golden Masts...

telescoping or straight lengths
 Distribution Amplifiers and

Systems
 Antenna Mounted Amplifiers

and Couplers
 All related equipment including

Splitters, Couplers, Mixers,
Wall -Taps and Drop -Taps.

Every Kay -Townes product is
field tested, performance
proved... and designed and
manufactured in the U.S.A.

WRITE NOW FOR
OUR COMPLETELY
NEW MATV
AND ANTENNA
CATALOGS!

KAY-TOWNES
P.O. Box 593
Rome, Georgia 30161
Phone: (404) 235-0141
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PUBLISHER'S MEMO

ET/ D's Action Cards

With this issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/ DEALER, we
are offering you a new service-the ET/ D Action Card

Supplement. In inaugurating this direct response

supplement, we hope that you will find the business reply
card format a great convenience in selecting equipments,
services, etc., offered by these advertisers who have

elected to direct their message on one of ET/ D's Action

Cards.

Our advertisers include regular white space advertisers
who use ET/ D from month to month, as well as, newcomers
to our ad roster. It is recommended that you review this
supplement and mail these ACTION CARDS which have

interest to you. Each Action Card is addressed to the

advertiser and requires no postage by you. It is a quick
efficient method of obtaining more information on all the
products and services offered.

I invite your comments in this debut issue of the ET/ D

Action Card Supplement which will be included in our
publication about two or three times yearly.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

6
Publisher
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DULUTH MINNESOTA

PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION CARD
GET THIS FREE BONUS WITH YOUR PERSONAL

SUBSCRIPTION TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER!

Enter your subscription for a two- or three-year term and
Your own

personal

we'll send you the new TEKFAX 110 Book of Schematics-FREE!

 One Year $6 (no free schematics or bonus)  Two Years $10

TEKFAX 110

copy
 Three Years $13  Payment Enclosed  Bill Me Later

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:

for 1. In the TV, Radio and other consumer products fields, is your firm 2. Title: (please cheek one)
PRIMARIL7 a: (please check most descriptive item)

only
 Retailer with service department  Industrial electronics service firm  Cwner, manager, buyer, other executive
 Service/repair firm with some retail  Manufacturer  Service manager

pennies

per issue

 Service/repair firm with no retail  Other (please describe)  Service repairman or other employee

NAM F STREET

FIRM TITLE

CITY STATE ZIP

 If you are renewing your subscription, check here and attach your address label. If you renew your
subscription for 2 to 3 years, you are still eligible to receive the TEKFAX 110 as your free bonus.
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LEADER
POST INJECTION

SOLID-STATE
SWEEP -MARKER GENERATOR

AT $39950 T'S

Model LSW-330

ABSOLUTELY INGENIOUS!

Seeing is believing.

Send for cata og
of the complete Leader line.

Ingenious, because it combines so many versatile features
indispensable for all color alignment testing and servicing.

Absolutely so, because it provides all the sweep and
marker signals for circuit alignment of chroma, sound

and video IF's. Features 2 RF channels which are switch
selectable with appropriate markers for IF circuitry.

Highly accurate and unusually stable, it also features
automatic limit control for constant amplitude and a

10.7MHz sweep to extend use on FM-IF's. As
uncomplicated as it is compact, this new Leader

development will help you take a significant step in
reducing time and labor costs for higher profits. Prove

it to yourself. See your distributor.

PINSTRUMENTS CORP.
37 - 27 Twenty -Seventh Street,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 (212) 729-7410
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Now -Just 3 RCA Hi-Lite"V" Type Color
Picture Tubes Replace185 Types

Replaces 92 types
18VABP22 19HCP22/ 490ASB22
18VACP22 19HKP22 490BA B22
18VADP22 19H FP22 490BCB22
18VAHP22 19HJP22 490BDB22
18VAJP22 19HKP22 490BG B22
18VAQP22 19HQP22 490BH B22
18VA RP22 19H RP22 490BR 622
18VASP22 19HXP22 490CB22
18VATP22 19JBP22 490CH 622
18VBAP22 19JDP22 490CU 622
18VBCP22 19JHP22 490DB22
19EXP22 19JKP22 490E1322
19E XP22/ 19JNP22 490E 622A
19GVP22 19JQP22 490F B22

19EYP22 19JYP22 490GB22
19E YP22/ 19JZP22 490H622
19GWP22 19KEP22 490JB22

19F MP22 19KFP22 490J622A
19F XP22 490AB22 490KB22
19G LP22 490ACB22 490K 622A
19GSP22 490A DB22 490L B22
19GVP22 490AE 622 490M622
19GVP22/ 490AF 622 490N622

19EXP22 490AG 622 490R B22
19GWP22 490AH 622 490SB22
19GWP22/ 490AH 622A 490TB22

19EYP22 490AJB22 490UB22
19GXP22 490AJB22A 490VB22
19GYP22 490AKB22 490WB22
19GZP22 490ALB22 490XB22
19HBP22 490AMB22 490Y622
19HCP22 490A N 622 490Z622

490AR 622

Replaces 22 types
19VABP22 21FJP22A/
19VACP22 21GVP22
21AXP22 21F KP22
21AXP22A 21GUP22
21AXP22A/ 21GUP22/

21AXP22 21F BP22A
21CYP22 21GVP22
21CYP22A 21GVP22/
21F BP22 21FJP22A
21F BP22A 21GXP22
21F BP22A/ 21GYP22

21GUP22 21GZP22
21FJP22 21HAP22
21FJP22A

Replaces 71 types
23VACP22 25AEP22 25BRP22
23VA DP22 25AFP22 25BSP22
23VAHP22 26AGP22 25BVP22
23VA LP22 25AJP22 25BWP22
23VAMP22 25ANP22 256XP22
23VANP22 25AP22 25BZP22
23VAQP22 25AP22A 25CBP22
23VA RP22 25AP22A/ 25CP22
23VASP22 25XP22 25CP22A
23VATP22 25AQP22 25FP22
23VAUP22 25ASP22 25FP22A
23VAWP22 25AWP22 25GP22
23VA XP22 25AXP22 25GP22A
23VAYP22 25AZP22 25RP22
23VAZP22 25BRP22 25SP22
23VBAP22 25BCP22 25YP22
23VBCP22 256DP22 25WP22
23VBDP22 25BFP22 25XP22
23VBEP22 25BGP22 25XP22/
23VBGP22 25BHP22 25AP22A
23VBHP22 25BJP22 25YP22
23VBJP22 25BMP22 25YP22/
23VBRP22 25GP22 25BP22A
25AEP22 25BP22A 25ZP22
25ADP22 25BP22A/

25YP22

Here's the way to save yourself time, give your customers faster
service and improve your profit. Stock these three RCA Hi-Lite
color picture tubes and have immediate replacements for the
fastest moving industry types - 185 of them.

RCA Hi-Lite types are all new, made to OEM specifica-
tions and contain the newest RCA manufacturing technology,
including Perma-Chrome and the latest X-ray attenuating glass.

It adds up to a big plus for you. Order these three RCA
Hi-Lite tubes, and other types you may need, from your RCA
Distributor. He also has the complete RCA Interchangeability
Guide, available free of charge.
RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N.J. 07029

RimElectronic
Components




